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District 32A candidates debate
By ROB SELTZNER
News Reporter
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Student
Senate
This
Week:
The new Winona State University Student Association constitution will go to a student referendum for approval on Nov. 2-4.
Voting will take place in the
Lower Hyphen, the cafeteria and
at the College of St. Theresa.
The constitution is posted outside of the Senate office in Kryzsko
Commons.
Please take the time to look it
over and vote next week.
On Nov. 2-3, Student Senate
will be holding a campus-wide
referendum on the issue of quarters v. semesters.
A Student Senate At-Large seat
is open. Please apply in the Senate
office by noon on Nov. 4.
Students are needed to be on
the Student Fee Management
Committees. Please apply in the
Senate office.

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Candidate Paul Double answers the panel's
questions during a debate last Thursday evening.

To ready voters on the local candidates, the Winona State University
Student Senate sponsored the first of two debates in Somsen Auditorium on
October 22.
The first debate was between six-year incumbent Representative Gene
Pelowski (DFL-Winona), of District 32A, and his challenger Paul Double (IR).
The debate was sparsely attended, but those who showed were party
loyalists, shown by the hats and T-shirts they wore.
Before the debate, a young Republican couple was asked what they
expected from the debate. They said, "Only to watch Pelowski make a fool out
of himself."
Party lines have already been drawn this election year, and those who are
undecided are finding themselves approached by both sides of the political
arena.
A four member panel asked questions. They were Tom Lindville, the
legislative liaison to the Minnesota Technical College Student Association,
WSU Student Senate President Adrienne Mitchell, Rev. Keith Trembath of the
First Congregational Church and Dr. Yogesh Grover, a WSU political science
professor.
There was no blaming of parties for anything until later on in the debate, but
early on Double agreed with Pelowski on some issues regarding Minnesota
'higher education.
"I'm glad my opponent decided to oppose the mega-merger proposal,"
Double said early.
This remark led to another from Double when asked what he would do that
his opponent would not. "I'm bothered by my opponent's flip-flopping on
issues," he said.
Pelowski defended his stance on the merger bill, regarding the fate of the
state's higher education budget. He said he voted for a bill which he had
originally opposed because President Krueger told him over the phone that it

See Debate, page 6

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor
Incumbent State Rep.Gene Pelowskl takes part
in a debate held in the PAC last Thursday.

uayle speaks in LaCrosse
Vice president musters Midwest support for re-election
By STUART JOHNSON
Editor - in -Chief

"This crowd is fired up!" said Vice
President Dan Quayle as he opened a
speech given in LaCrosse on Monday
in an effort to salvage the Republican
presidential race in the Midwest.
"I can't believe that the polls are
telling us that the people are going to
elect a Democrat in the White House
with a Democratic congress," Quayle
said, "We have got to broaden our
appeal."
Contrasting his approach with that
of Democratic candidates Bill Clinton
and Al Gore, Quayle spoke for 10
minutes from the deck of the LaCrosse
Queen Riverboat at Riverside Park
before a crowd of 800 chanting "four
more years."
Quayle said in his opening remarks that "the voters have a clear
cut choice come November 3." After
verbalizing a number of attacks
against Clinton, Quayle said, "We
can travel the road of George Bush
and a brighter future."
The vice president repeated his
call for keeping interest rates low and
reducing taxes, calling the United
States an "economic superpower, an
export superpower and a military
superpower."
On the same day that LaCrosse
local news reported a rise in that
state's unemployment rate. Quayle
said, "The economy is poised for an
economic recovery,. We have low inflation, we have low interest rates,
unemployment has gone down the
last three months."
"1 was impressed by Dan Quayle,"
said Chris Anderson, president of the
College Republicans at Winona State
University. "He concentrated on why

he and George Bush should be reelected."
Junior marketing major Todd
Burns was not voting for the Republican ticket until a conversation with
Anderson a few wt..e.ks ago.
"This will be my first election,"
Burns said. "Until about a month ago,
I liked Clinton's policies and then
(Anderson) and I sat down one day
we talked about the economy."
Burns found his first political rally
to be exhilarating, saying "You could
feel the electricity in the air."
Sophomore Dave Pirkl questioned
Quayle's ignoring Ross Perot: "He

never mentioned Perot but attacked
Clinton... They treat the campaign
like the race is just between two
people."
Pirkl said he supported Bush having already served a term in the White
House although he considered Perot
more trustworthy.
Quayle warned against liberal ideology saying, "We have to have a
president to stand up against that
liberal, greedy Democratic congress."
Anderson said Quayle's speech
differed from that which he has seen
from all the other candidates.
"He spoke more objectively," said
Anderson. "He outlined the programs
of each candidate and said why they
would or would not work."
Pirkl disagreed saying, "Like every politician, he says what people
want to hear. He spent a lot of time
attacking Clinton's plan."
Quayle defended attacks against
Clinton's campaign saying, "The
media might not like it but character
does matter," he said. "When you're
president you have to stand up and
make the tough decisions like George
Bush has done."

Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor
Vice President Dan Quayle attempted to come from behind in the polls with a visit to the Midwest,
stopping Monday in LaCrosse.,

Student Senate proposes Name change
request denied
to bring GRE to WSU
By JENN NEUSER
News Reporter

A new proposal is in the making
through the Winona State University Student Senate concerning
preparation courses for the Graduate Record Examinations.
Adrienne Mitchell, president of
Student Senate, has been trying to
get the PrepMaster's Intensive Review Program to come to Winona
State University. She adds a twist
to this program by trying to obtain
a challenge grant which could cause
the course to be offered free of
charge.
The proposal for the grant must
clearly state the objective of the
program and the results that will be
accomplished.

Challenge grants promote intellectual and professional growth. It
must have student and faculty involvement. If there is a higher order
of thinking and a goal for further
education, the proposal will be
granted.
If granted, students would not
have to worry about the cost of the
course and can focus on the course
itself.
If this program is put into effect,
the first seminar will be the weekend
of November 27-29, 1992.
PrepMaster, based in Austin,
Texas, has contracts with many universities. WSU needs to get 10-12
students to sign up for the seminar.
Students will receive a discounted
group rate of $245 for the course.
There is also a $95 fee to reserve a
seat in the seminar. These fees will

stand until the grant is received.
Adrienne Mitchell hopes that
this program will broaden out to
the surrounding universities in the
hopes of improving quality education. As the program progresses,
she hopes it will become self-supportive.
Adrienne has been working
with Carrie Williams, chair of the
WSU psychology department,
Kristy Lang, a psychology professor and director of the psychology
honors program and Maudie Williams, an education professor.
Many well-known universities
do not offer preparation courses

See GRE, page 6

Cultural Diversity wants title
to reflect mission statement
By FRANK RAJKOWSKI
News Reporter

On October 21, the Winona State
University Student Senate voted
down a request by members of the
Cultural Diversity Committee to
change the name to Ethnic Diversity
Committee.
This request was made to bring
the commitee's title in line with its
mission statement. The mission
statement calls for the recruitment
and retention of ethnic faculty and
students, as well as calling for promotion of ethnic diversity. The word
culture however, opens the committee up to other groups, such as handi-

capped persons or homosexuals, not
just ethnic groups.
"Cultural diversity is too broad,"
said Justis Wilkin, the chair of the
Cultural Diversity Committee.
"Somebody who ties their shoes different can find someone else who ties
their shoes different and then say
they're a culture, so then we have all
these different cultures to deal with."
Wilkin also said that the presence
of non-ethnic groups can interfere
with some of the commitee's activities.

See Diversity, page 6
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In the news... Final stretch

Campus briefs

Analysis
By STUART JOHNSON

Racism to be addressed at conference
Winona State University is presenting a teleconference on Oct. 29 from 9 a.m.. to 4:15 p.m. entitled
"Combating Racism and Bigotry on the College Campus: a Plan for Action," examining racism on college
campuses.
WSU is one of more than 80 post-secondary institutions in Minnesota that are cooperating to present
the program.
The broadcast portion of the teleconference, originating in St. Cloud, Minn., begins with opening remarks from Dr. Terrence MacTaggart, chancellor of
the Minnesota State University System.
The keynote address is by Dr. Alfredo de los
Santos, Jr., vice chancellor of Educational Development for Maricopa Community colleges in Phoenix,
Ariz.
Following the keynote address, a panel of the
chancellors and presidents of higher education in
Minnesota will respond and offer their views on countering campus bigotry.
At 11 a.m., each conference site will feature their
own local program.
At WSU the featured speaker will be Bob Zeliner,
who actively spoke out in the early 1960s against
racism and segregation.
The broadcast portion of teleconference resumes
with a 12 noon speech by Professor Anita Hill speaking
on "Racism, Sexism and Power: It's Time for a Change."
At 1 p.m. a WSU panel will discuss "Building School,
College and Community Partnerships in Education of
American Minorities and Non-Minorities at Winona
State University."
The program is free and open to the public.
For more information contact Cal Winbush at 4575595 or Williams at 457-5651.

Alternative side parking to start
The city of Winona Street Department would like to
remind Winona residents that alternative side parking
starts November 1, at 1 a.m.
Please park your vehicles on the odd side of the
street on odd calendar dates and then on even side of
the street on the even calendar dates from 1 a.m. to
6:30 a.m.

decided by the states carried by each
contender.
As a result, although Ross Perot
has a significant number to throw the
election nationwide, he does not have
the support necessary to carry any
particular state, except perhaps for
Colorado
The question left is who will Perot
take votes away from and how great
of an effect will he have in key states?
All three men claim the South their
home, the big fight there is in Texas
and Florida.
George Bush has a relatively poor
showing thus far in the state with the
most electoral votes-California. But
does that mean that its Clinton's for
sure? Perot has a lot of appeal there
as well.
Both Clinton and Bush have been
canvassing northern states this past
week. Clinton, in Michigan, is solidi-

concerned,
If no candidate wins a majority,
the vote goes to the House of Repre-

sentatives where Bill Clinton is sure
to be the victor. However, without a
clear mandate from the voters this
would create problems for him in
the first quarter of his term.
This is not likely to happen. Because of the electoral college system, in which a candidate needs 270
electoral votes to win, the election is

fying his hold on that labor rich area,
while the Bush campaign made stops
in Wisconsin earlier this week.
What voters have not seen as of
yet is an all out attack on Perot from
either camp. Why? Both sides have
received criticism for launching attacks against each other and they
don't want to alienate Perot supporters who may be persuaded to join a
candidate with a chance of winning
by insulting their favorite.
There is plenty that each sidecould
say about Perot and we will probably
see something leveled against him in
the final days.
Bush's latest attacks on Clinton
focus on the "character issue" by asking voters if they can "really trust Bill
Clinton."
He is hoping that people don't
care to remember the Iran-Contra affair or the raise in taxes he imposed
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PAUL DOUBLE
for MINNESOTA HOUSE, DISTRICT 32A
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Winona State University
1st. Floor Kryzsko Commons
M-F 7:30 A.M.-5:00 P.M.
SAT. 9:30 A.M.-3:00 P.M.
BUS. (507) 457-5615
HOME (507) 452-2856

Vice Chair Red Wing/Winona Technical
College Board
Winona School Board Member 1981-1990
Township Board Chair - served 20 years
Successful small businessman

"I have three sons in college. I know where
the needs are. I am committed to work for:"

1. AFFORDABLE TUITION
"I will fight the current tuition increase trend (up 21%
in 3 years and 8% in 1993) and the DFL bill (HF1597)
which would double tuition for all students who do not
qualify for 100% Pell Grants."
2. CLASSES NEEDED TO GRADUATE
"I will draft a bill to stop loan payments and make
tuition free if the school does not provide the classes
needed to graduate in 5 years."
3. RESPONSIBLE EDUCATION FUNDING
"I want to return higher education's share of General
Fund expenditures by the state to the 16.5% share it
had under the last IR legislature (The share is now
15.1%)."

Order of wrapped Daisies
with fern and baby's breath
• •only $2.89 +tax • •
coupon good only at D.J. Campus Floral
•••free delivery•••

coupon expires 1 I -05-92

VOTE

L

PAUL DOUBLE

NOV. 3rd

Prepared and paid for by the PAUL DOUBLE Volunteer Committee,
PO Box 55, Winona MN 55987
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State Shorts

As a result, although Ross Perot has a significant
number to throw the election nationwide, he does not
have the support necessary to carry any particular
state, except perhaps for Colorado.

The final week of the 1992 election campaign is underway and
while the polls are showing the race
tightening, all sides are going full
steam to take the executive position
on Nov. 3.
More frequently television ads
attempting to persuade voters can
be seen, faulting one another for
plans and agendas each camp finds
fallacious of the other.
The most recent CBS poll finds
Clinton in lead by 44 percent, Bush
having 34 percent, and Perot behind
at 17 percent.
Unique to elections of recent
years, no candidate holds a majority
In the preelection numbers and this
adds to the tension felt by all sides

Vonnegut to speak at WSU
Internationally known speaker and author Kurt
Vonnegut will speak in Somsen Auditorium at Winona
State University at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 29.
Vonnegut's speech, entitled "How to Get a Job Like
Mine," is part of the 1992-93 WSU Lyceum Series.
Tickets for Vonnegut's speech are $2.50, with a WSU
I.D., and $5 to the general public.
Tickets are available while they last at the WSU Box
Office in the Performing Arts Center.
Vonnegut's career has encompassed a variety of
experiences. As a free-lance writer, he sold short
stories to Collier's and the Saturday Evening Post
magazines in the 1950s. Throughout the last 25 years
he has lectured at writers workshops. In 1970 he
received a literary award from the National Institute of
Arts and Letters.

.

Editor-In-Chief

after promising not to during the
1988 campaign, in addition to his
seemingly apathetic attitude towards the lagging economy until
the campaign got underway.
Bill Clinton continues boasting
his balanced budget record in Arkansas for 12 years, hoping voters
will ignore the fact that states have
to have a balanced budget under
federal law.
Perot, keeping consistent with his
message, claims that all that needs
to be done is electing him to office
and somehow he'll employ one of
the "marvelous plans that are lying
around Washington." He too expects that voters will ignore that the
kind of top-down management he is
used to in his companies is not how
government works.
There is an inordinate number of
undecided voters in this election that
none of the three are able to lock on
to in the final week.
These are the voters that will
throw the election in the last moments of this campaign.
The recent election in England
showed the Labor party ahead in
the polls by 10 points the night before the election and the Conservatives emerged victorious. We are
going to go down to wire on this
one, the press will be up late on
Tuesday evening.
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A new joint interdisciplinary major is to be offered at Bemidji State
University this upcoming Winter quarter. It is being offered through the
buisiness administration department and involves designing of applications of computer programs.
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Metro State
A discussion is currently being held between faculty, students and
administrators in order to create a report that will aid in determining the
direction that Metro State University will betaking in the next few months.
The discussion is happening because of the recent resignations of many
top administrators which came after some mismanagement of funds. The
report will be submitted to the Minnesota State University System shortly
after an interim president is assigned.
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The Southwest State Universtiy Senate recently voted down a proposal
that would have allowed the building of campus smokehouses. The
campus is virtually smoke free and apparently will not be altered soon
with this new decision.
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Come celebrate your birthday with 1<'W'1\10 99.3,
`brother's, 'Vt)inona's Birthday 'bar, tack's on the Tracks,
and Cine 4 Theaters. Tack sponsor is giving away
amazing gift packages for you and a frien2)... 'Enjoy a night
out with a bottomless birtOay mug from Brothers, plus,
dinner and a movie from tack's and Cine 4. Its all free
stuff that you can enjoy on your birthday. 'Enter by
d ropping a note with your name, phone number, and
birtOate to 1<'W'NO T.U. p.o. box 466 'Winona, .9W1l, o
d eposit it at 1)rother's, IWinona's Birthday 'bar or
tack's... 70rop your s off toady...
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•You may register to vote at the polls with your student I.D. and proof
of your local adress, ie. reciept from school or registration materials. If
you are already registered, bring your registration card with you to the
polls.
•For those people living on campus, your polling place is Minne' Hall.

1

+or those people living at the College of St. Theresa, you may vote at St,
Ann's Hospice.
•If you live off campus check the map below or call the city hall to find
your place to vote.
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Sexual violence and assault policy gets revision
By MATTHEW BISPING
News Reporter
The Minnesota State University
Board adopted a revision of the Sexual
Violence and Assault Policy at its
meeting on September 30. The bulk
of what was added was a list of a
victims' rights when they file a complaint against another student.
Mike Lopez, vice chancellor for
student affairs for the Minnesota State

UniversitySystem, said the old sexual
violence and assault policy was
"brief."
Lopez said, "It did not include a
listing of the victims' rights. The new
law required that the victims' rights
be listed and specified. There was no
requirement before that the rights
should have been handed out or
posted at registration."
The Omnibus Anti-Crime Bill
stated that all universities "will adopt

agrssgngfffXS?itEN'7MNEMMMVareMrMPAKZ.4MVg.%ee.,g'raMg,.,S.

a policy," said Lopez.
The new policy states that for
sexual violence occurring on property owned by the Minnesota State
University System, the victims' rights
are the following:
The victim has the right to file
charges with local law enforcement
officials.
At the request of the victim, the
local university authorities will provide assistance in notifying the ap-

propriate law enforcement officials.
At the direction of law enforcement authorities, the campus security office will provide assistance in
obtaini ng evidence in connection with
a sexual assault incident.
University authorities will provide
assistance to the victim in preserving
materials relevant to a campus disciplinary proceeding.
All sexual assault complaints will
be investigated.

• reAMMEM,WW4ANSMWM.V,MiMM,x;,WM
WMF.;,:;X:.

The victim may be accompanied
by an attorney.
The victim will be informed of the
outcome of any campus disciplinary
proceeding concerning the sexual
assault complaint, consistent with
laws relating to data processes.
At the request of the victim, university authorities in cooperation with
the law will provide assistance in
shielding the victim from unwanted

contact with the alleged assailant,
whether it be new classes or new
housing, if feasible.
Dr. John Kane, Vice President for
Student Affairs said, "The university
does support the new policy because
we have put a lot of time and effort
into it. If the courts state that a student may at-tend the university, we
do not have jurisdiction over the
courts."
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Senator Steve

Morse
and
Representative Gene

Pelowski
Pictured 1 to r; Steve Morse, Pres. Krueger, Judy Stark, Rosemary
Langston, Gene Pelowski, and Dennis Nielson.

Stark Hall, WSU's first new
building in 19 years...
Keep our winning team!
Paid for by Morse and Pelowski Volunteer Committee
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Vote Clinton
On November 3 each of you will have the opportunity to select a leader for this
great nation of ours. This great nation that has seen the unemployment rate at its
highest in years, that has struggled with the health care issue, and yes the same
great nation that has accumulated a deficit that you can't even punch into a pocket
calculator.
The 1992 election campaign has been one of the most interesting and heated
ones in years.
The United States is hungry for change and rightly so. Americans are anxious for
an end of the Reagan era and we are seeing the light at the end of the tunnel in the
form of Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton.
We are seeing a man who has a deep concern for the American people as he has
proposed programs that push toward improvements for America as a whole.
The other options of Bush and Perot reflect candidates disenfranchised from the
problems that the American public face.
George Bush could not even identify with a concerned undecided voter at the
second presidential debate who asked "how has the debt affected you personally
and if it has not than how can you fix it?"
Clinton speaks of health insurance for everyone and at lower costs. He supports
the rights of gay men and lesbians. He supports affirmative action, but opposes
quotas. He says he will continues to support laws to protect a woman's decision
to choose abortion.
This is the attitude of a man dedicated to change and forward evolution of the
American dream so it includes everyone, not simply those with old money.
In his support for an educated America, Clinton wants to set national standards
for what children should know and measure progress with a national examination
system. And listen up college students, Clinton wants to see a fund established for
any student who needs to borrow money. Once the student starts working they
could pay back loans at tax time through a percentage of income tax or they could
work two years in public service jobs.
Everyone in America deserves the right to equal access to higher education and
Clinton has repeatedly demonstrated that he is committed to it. The Bush program
has reduced the amount of financial aid that students can receive and his education
secretary has recommended a raise of the eligibility age from 24 to 26. Does
yourself or someone you know want to wait until the age of 26 to begin college so
that you could not possibly graduate until one reached 30?
As far as employment, Clinton is committed to creating jobs for Americans. He
has proposed a program that would create one million jobs a year. In response
to criticisms of the plan, he says that it is an investment in areas that have been
underfunded, but are needed to build an economic foundation.
Clinton has time and time again defined what he will do in clear, concise language
while Bush continues his attacks and avoids talking about his record of apathy
towards the American agenda.
Clinton would like to cut defensive spending as it has become an economic
burden more than a security system. As the world becomes more democratic there
has become a lesser need for troops, especially in Europe. Therefore he'd like to
keep more troops in America and get more of them on to America's streets as police
officers while criminal violence in America is on the rise.
We have a new war to fight here at home against violence on the streets. Clinton
is dedicated to revitalizing the cities of the nation. Bush has rarely seen what the
cities look like even though his backyard in Washington has the highest murder rate
in the country-this guy is committed to a reduction in crime and inner-city revival?
Don't be fooled. Nothing but nothing will change under Bush except perhaps your
declining ability to find a job after you graduate and an increase in the deficit.
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Letters to the editor
Newspapers
should not
endorse
candidates

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
last issue's (10-21-92) editorial. I
am extremely disappointed that
our school paper has come down
to being single minded in its approach. The paper as I know it is
suppose to be neutral and openminded. When I saw the editorial
that endorsed a certain candidate
it angered me. I am not saying I
endorse one candidate or another,
but what I am saying is that the
paper is there to express both sides
of the issue, while remaining neutral. To do anything other than
that is tacky and tasteless. I have
enjoyed reading the paper, but I
feel that the paper has taken things
a step to far in endorsing a particularcandidate(s). This is an election
year let the people make up their
minds don't do it for them. When
you endorse a candidate you encourage people in your way of
thinking. The Winonan is suppose
to be a paper for all the students
not just a chosen few.

Jerilyn Sisk
Senior psychology student

Wyman asks
for equal time
To the Editor:
I protest the unfairness of the
featured article on Solomon Simon
in the October 21 Winonan. Endorsement is one thing, but the
tradition in modern American
journalism is one of fair play—
"equal time." I ask for it herewith.
Freedom of the press should be
balanced by responsibility. Decision made in this election will influence the city for decades! The
rationale for the Simon story was,
you told me, that my opponent
was "interesting." Well, for the
record: lam a boring, middle-aged
woman with a marriage of 35 years
and four grown children. I am a
graduate of Winona State University and an American Gem Society
Certified Gemologist with 18 years
of employment at Morgan's Jewelers. I have been a homeowner in
theThird Ward for 18 years, served
on the City Council as its president for five years, and have served
as chair of the Winona Student
Community Relations Committee
for five years.
The issues that touch students
touch all segments of our corn munity. Students are not singled out
except when special permission to
hold an event is requested.
Springfest 1992 was held with benefits to all concerned and with the
cooperation of all. Springfest, of
course, holds no consequences or
benefits for Mr. Simon and his fellow boathouse residents of Latsh
Island, yet he now makes it a campaign issue.
Addressing city government—
not city "politics":
-Employment has been
trimmed from 220 to 170, with
many administrative cuts, through

attrition.
-The housing around WSU has
improved, but the Inspections Department will respond to any complaints from citizens, i.e., all of us.
-The city's environmental quality
was saved through the action of the
City Council and its willingness to
go to court to keep an incinerator out
of this valley. The cost was borne by
the taxpayers.
-I have worked with the Winona
Downtown Cooperative in a valiant
attempt over the past four years—
with no input or efforts from Mr.
Simon that I am aware of—to revitalize the downtown area. If we want

a downtown, we must have people
willing to invest in it, and removal of
Levee Plaza is considered to be the
best way to attract such investment.
If you or anyone has questions
about my qualifications or integrity,
please call me at 452-4351...or ask for
advice from the people I have worked
with on the Student Community Relations Committee, the Winona Historical Society Board, the Community Education Advisory Council, and
the Recreational Waterways Commission, or the Convention and Visitor's
Bureau. And if you are a Third Ward
resident, I respectfully ask for your
vote on November 3.

Thank you,
Sandra Wyman

Abnet is wrong,
vote for Morse
To the Editor:
How can this be? In a recent piece
of campaign literature senate candidate Greg Abnet chose to criticize
Senator Steve Morse for voting for
the 1992 Tax. Well, my husband and
I are delighted Senator Morse did so,
and here's why:
Included in this bill was the restoration of the homestead and agricultural tax credit that Governor Carlson
took away from us with his veto in
1991. As retired people living on fixed
incomes, this would have been
disasterous for us.
Mr. Abnet's opposition to restoring the homestead tax credit shows
us that he is willing to blindly support his Governor's and party's position, no matter what the impact on
our area. Maybe he doesn't need his
homestead tax credit, but we certainly
do! It's a good thing for us that Senator Morse won in 1990. Thanks, Steve,
for fighting to control our property
taxes.

Eileen and Daniel Sadowski
Winona residents

George Bush
addresses
college students
Dear Editor,
As you prepare for your futures,
many of you are worried about
whether there will be jobs for you
when you graduate—jobs in which
you can apply all you've learned, and
through which you can realize the
American dream.
I know the feeling. Shortly after I

was graduated from college, Barbara
and I moved to Texas with our young
family to begin a life of our own. I
started a business, raised a family,
and eventually began my career in
politics. I want all of you to have the
opportunity to graduate from college, repay your student loans, begin
your careers, and start families of
your own.
My "Agenda for American Renewal" will do just that by
reinvigorating America's economy
and creating jobs and opportunities
for all Americans while protecting
our environment.
Revitalizing America's economy
starts with individuals, families and
communities. It requires lower taxes
on individuals and businesses, enhancing the competition, and cutting
regulation.
My "Agenda" prepares America's
youth for the 21st century by promoting national academic standards so
great schools have a strong student
population from which to draw.
My "Agenda" calls for continued
substantial funding for responsible
environmental protection. The
United States has the toughest environmental laws on earth, and it was
the Bush Administration that proposed and negotiated the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990, which I
signed as the most protective and market oriented clean air laws in the
world.
My administration established a
moratorium on off-shore oil and natural gas drilling; accelerated the phaseout of ozone harming substances;
added more than 1.5 million acres to
America's national parks, wildlife '
refuges, and other public lands;
tippled the rate of toxic waste site
cleanups since 1989; and collected
more fines and penalties and secured
more prison sentences for environmental crimes in the last three years
than in the previous 20 years combined.
I call upon the youth of today to
take up the entrepreneurial challenge
and join me in making America the
economic, export, education and environmental leader of the 21st century. Let's win the peace by looking
forward, not inward. •
My "Agenda for American Renewal" empowers all Americans to
make their own choices and better
their lives. No one will be left behind
for want of opportunity.
Good luck to all of you, and may
you achieve your goals in life.

-George Bush

Editorial and
letter policy:
The Winonan, like most
newspapers, will continue to
endorse candidates. We are
under no obligation by law
ortradition to cover any news
we do not feel has merit. ,
We reserve the right to edit
letters submitted for clarity,
content and space. All letters submitted for publication must be signed and will
appear in the order they are
recieved.
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Opinion
Celebrating diversity...

.

Race on campus
By LISA M. VAZQUEZ
Columnist

The

ta onists_

Ross Perot...Why not?
By BOB COSTELLO
Columnist

By RANDAL McDOWELL
Columnist

Who we vote for on November 3
can determine a major portion of the
feelings on race at a national level.
Race has not been a large controversial issue in the campaign, but it is
immersed in a deeper level. Bill
Clinton has some very important
things to say on the subject of race
relations. He has already done some
things in office in Arkansas, that have
indirectly helped the minority with
schooling and jobs, which if introduced country-wide could quite possibly spur our country on. In his
interviews, Clinton has said that "the
president is responsible for setting
an example of racial tolerance
through his staff appointments,
speaking out against racism and encouraging different ethnic and racial
communities to engage in dialogue."
Now, I do not agree with the term
"'tolerance" but I do agree that this
country does need more minority
people in government positions.
Clinton is for affirmative action, but
is against quotas because he feels
that they do not promote equal rights.
Which is true, all that has to be looked
at are the state officials of Minnesota
alone. In 1990, of 33,589 state employees, 32,109 were white, 1480 were
of minority decent. In the state of
Arkansas, where Clinton is governor, almost 25% of the adMinistrative staff are minority people, while
Arkansas only has a 15.9% minority
population.
Clinton also supports immigration and the "diversity visa" program, which would be hitting the
areas that send few immigrants. He
would also like to remove the AIDS
virus from the immigration restriction list. The diversity visa program
would especially help to allow students the right to come to the U.S. for
an education, and an opportunity to
return home and help their own country.
Clinton's ideas are ones that
people have wished for years to be
established, but no one ever knew
what could be done, or the funds
were not there. One of his goals is a
national apprenticeship program
designed to allow students that are
not bound for college a chance to

tiX
enter a specific course of study, teaching them the skills necessary and a
promise for jobs when they graduate.
Another important issue for most
college students is allocating money
fora national trust fund which would
allow any American toborrow money
for college and either pay back the
money, or offer a national service
such as teaching, or law enforcement.
Vast educational improvements
have already happened in Arkansas.
Many of Clinton's reforms could restructure America if they were applied at a national level. He requires
eighth graders to pass an exam to go
to high school. He also requires teachers to pass an exam of their own, a
basic competency test to keep their
jobs. This would take out some of the
pollution in many schools which lack
qualified teachers. He requires that
students who drop out of school before the age of 17 without. a valid
reason lose their drivers license. The
state also issues a yearly report card
to schools.
All of these programs will drasti-

cally improve out nation's education
system. His goals for race relations
can only prove beneficial as well.
What this country needs to do is become educated in various races and
acknowledge their existence as a potentially positive one.
Celebrate the diversity that it is
finally time for a change. Many of the
laws that are in place are ones that
desperately need change. We do not
need a president that promote separation. That expression is based on
the feelings and views that I have
seen throughout the years that I have
seen our current president in action.
Minorities need to be seen as more
than a minority, with competent
working skills, children, and needs
that need to be met with the same
opportunities as everyone else; which
means a more substantial educational
foundation and an opportunity to get
the jobs they desire.
Government is sorely lacking now.
It is time for a change.

Ross Perot is the personification of a myth. He is a
man who is nothing more than a cynic. He is a man who
can point fingers in blame but yet has no platform of his
own. He is an autocrat who contradicts his own populist pronouncements.
There is no question that Ross Perot uses captivating
down to earth words as part of his message but one
must realize that a message and a platform are completely different. We Americans already know what
the problems are; what we need are answers, not finger
pointing or the continued reiteration of problems. His
attempt is simple: he wishes to appeal to one's emotion
rather than one's intellect. But it is an appeal that will
not work and one that is also confusing. When Perot
dropped out of the race he did so, he said, because he
did not wish to mess the the American political system
up. A presumptuous but noble reason. But isn't he
going to do the same thing by re-entering. He claims
that he re-entered the race because "the volunteers wanted
him back." And it was because
of them that he decided to return. Shame on you Ross,
aren't these the same "volunteers" that were on your payroll the whole time? But Ross
Perot won't win the election,
He wont win a single state but
he will mess things up.
If Perot takes votes away
equally from both Bush and
Clinton, Clinton will easily win
but chances are votes will be
taken away from Clinton. We
still have millions of undecided voters and most are not
going to vote for the man who ruined this economy.
Most of these undecided voters say at this point that
they are going to vote for Clinton but nobody knows
what will happen behind the curtain. And if enough
undecided voters decide on Perot then Bill Clinton, the
only candidate for real change could be hurt.
The truth is that Ross Perot is an angry man always
looking for enemies. In his world you are either friend
or foe, us or them. But Americans do not need or want
politics of division any longer, they have had enough
of that under Reagan and Bush. We can all understand
the anger but Perot has forgotten that a President must
lead us with solutions. He simply says we must trust
him but trusting him is difficult. He is an autocrat with
lots of money. He is used to getting his, way and when
he doesn't he isn't interested in playing the game any
longer. Well the game is our future and the American
people would be better off with a candidate who can
take the ball and run with it- rather than one who has no
idea how to get into the end zone.

Perot started out well in the election last spring and
early summer, but then in July when things got too
costly for him he dropped out of the race. In the fall, he
re-entered the race, went to his supporters, and apologized for abandoning them. Although I don't believe
he will make a good president, he can at least admit
when he makes a mistake, much like President Bush.
President Bush apologized to the American people for
going along with the liberal democratic tax increase.
But I have yet to hear "I'm sorry" from Clinton for lying
to the American people about his draft record.
I believe Perot's national debt reduction economic
plan will hurt this economy. Besides numerous other
taxes, he has proposed the most regressive tax I've ever
heard of: a 50 cent-a-gallon gasoline tax. Just imagine,
instead of paying the current price of $1.20 a gallon we
might be paying $1.70. I'm sorry Mr. Perot, not all of us
are billionaires. But actually, this plan sounds a lot like
another candidate's
agenda, with the exception that the other candidate, Bill Clinton, wants
to vastly increase spending by over $220 billion.
The only candidate that
does not want to raise
taxes, because he feels
that the American people
are alrea dy taxed enough,
is President Bush. Albeit
Bush and Perot disagree
on raising taxes, they both
do agree that Clinton is
not going to help the national debt at all by spending over 220 BILLION DOLLARS.
The President and Perot also agree that there needs
to be a Balanced Budget Amendment, but Clinton is
opposed to that amendment. Let's get this straight,
Clinton keeps bragging that he has balanced 12 budgets
in Arkansas, but he doesn't want to do it at the national
level? Well, that's because he wants to spend our hard
earned money — watch your wallets.
Furthermore, Perot brought out some very important points in the debates. For instance, that being
governor of Arkansas is irrelevant to be President of
the United States. He summed it up perfectly by saying; "Just because you can run a small grocery store
doesn't mean you can run Wal-Mart." Finally, Perot
and Clinton have spoken about "change" this election
-that we need a change. We'll let's see who the candidate
of change really is. Perot and Bush support thebalanced
budget amendment, Clinton does not. Bush supports
the line-item veto to cut wasteful pork spending, Clinton
does not. Bush supports congressional term limits,
Clinton does not. I think it is obvious who really is the
candidate of change. I also think it is obvious who to
vote for on Nov. 3 - President Bush.

FORUM
Who are you voting for and why?

Bush, I agree with his policies
and I think we will see a
change in Congress. The
liberal press has not given
George Bush the credit he
deserves. Congress has
halted George Bush's policies
Denise Matthews
sophomore history major

Clinton, because I'm the
nominal Democrat, I believe
in party responsibility, I've
been a fan of his as Governor
of Arkansas and followed his
career there and I'm impressed with the accomplishment.
Jim Bromeland
professor of Political Science

I considered voting for Perot
just because I thought he
was the best candidate even
though I really don't think
that he'll win. I just figure that
I'd like to see him in the
government.

Perot, because I don't like
the issues that the other
candidates are doing their
campaign on. I think Perot
will be a good president
because he is very business
orientated.

Jeff Madejczyk
sophomore biology major

Tom Steidl
junior business administration
major

By TAMBERLAIN JACOBS
Photographer &

JONATHAN MAZE
Columnist

Whether or not he wins Tuesday's election, Bill Clinton will be remembered for being the first presidential candidate to go out of his way to get the
homosexual vote and back gay rights.
But it's his going out and getting the 18-25 vote that has marked the
democrat's campaign. If a high percentage of this group goes out and votes
— they are notoriously known for not voting — Clinton will have played a
big part.
He has gone on shows such as Arsenio Hall and MTV —both of which are
watched particularly by young people — and he has not forgotten a group
that has been ignored in elections past.
The Winona State campus reflects this feeling. By just going out and
talking to people, it can be seen that Clinton is the candidate who has earned
the most admiration, demonstrating that the 45-year old Arkansas governor
has gotten through to our generation.

Junior education major Kate Kingston spoke for the majority, saying: "I
think he'll make a better economy and create more jobs for the people to get
out of the recession."
• She also echoed the frustration with Perot.
"He quits. He's already shown his true colors by dropping out," she said.
Another Clinton supporter, junior mass communication-public realtions
major Andrew Funches said: 'This country needs change and the republicans
are doing the same things over and over."
The people who vote for Perot generally explained frustration with the
two party system. Said junior business administration-finance major Kreg
Nederbrock: "I don't see much change coming out of the two-party system.
Perot is an independent, so he's unbiased."
However, not every college student is yearning for change. Said one Bush
supporter: "I support his beliefs. He's experienced, he know's what he's
doing and he's not some greenhorn from Arkansas.
"Nobody can change what's going on in four years."
As for the undecided voters, all four are teetering on the fine line between
Bush and one of the other candidates, indicating that they want change to
some extent but are uncertain as to whether or not Perot or Clinton can do a
better job than Bush.

Clinton, if I were to vote for
any candidate because he's
more direct in what he's
going to do. He's not beating
around the bush, you know
like Bush. Bush knows what he
has to do but he's not going
to tell the people.
Damon Scott
freshman undecided major

Undecided. I've been
watching the debates and
I'm still not sure yet.

Nicole Somers
freshman elementary education major

"I was for Clinton, but I watched the debates and I like some of the things
all of them said," said sophomore social work major Nicole Lambrecht.
Noted avid republican and pro-lifer Chad Rupprecht, "Bush is pro-life,
Perot is pro-choice, but I like a lot of Perot's programs .., I like the breakdown
of the two-party system."
Yet the oddest and most disturbing response came from the non-voter.
Steve Tischer, a junior majoring in criminal justice, gave insignificance as his
excuse to stay home Tuesday.
"Because it doesn't make a shit-bit of difference," he said.
Fortunately, most of the students don't have that attitude, and the indication is that the majority of students will be at the polls Tuesday. A good sign
in that if we don't vote for the candidate of our choice, whether he be Clinton,
Bush, Perot or Bo Gritz, this thing called democracy won't work, and our
voice won't be heard.
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Debate
Continued from page 1
would be better. With about fifteen
minutes left in the legislative session,
the Merger Bill was still in the state
Senate.
"1 told (Krueger) these were our
options: When the bill comes back I
vote against the merger and go into a
special session stalling the higher
education budget, or I vote for (the
merger) and work on a bill to get rid
of the merger later," Pelowski said.
Pelowski then added that he had
written one of two identical bills
which eliminated the merger. The bill
passed.
He then went on to put blame on
Governor Arne Carlson's "bungling"
in terms of losing several million dollars of education money because of
his line-item-veto on the bill, as well
as saying that since the Democrats
have been in control of the House
that education standards have improved.
"I'm not Arne Carlson," Double
responded.
Health care also came up during
the debate.
Pelowski stressed a national health
care system and Double referred to a
recent plan in which private corporations take a leading role with "some"
federal government involvement.
In their closing remarks, the candidates appealed to the students for
their votes.
Pelowski referred to his record
which involves the building of Stark
Hall and the Minnesota State University campus in Akita, Japan and his
involvement in backing Winona
Technical College.

Double asked the voters to look at his
years on the school board. He stressed
commitment to higher education and a
devotion to the students.
He promised "quality and not quantity" as far as student enrollment was
concerned.
Both candidates referred to student
participation in this election as a key
part of their campaigns and their programs. Pelowski mentioned the recent
voter registration drive here on campus
three weeks ago and the fact that they
registered over 450 people.
Reaction from some members of the
audience was that both candidates did
well. One student was concerned about
Double's proposal to have colleges
eliminate unneeded courses to improve
the chances of graduating in four years.
Democratic members were in full support of Pelowski and felt he did a great
job.
After the debate, Double and
Pelowski were asked how they felt about
lengthening terms of representatives
from two years to four. This comes from
the feeling by many voters that two
years is too short and that once a representative (on both the state and U.S.
levels) is elected, they must begin campaigning almost immediately to get reelected again.
Pelowski was in favor of the idea and
said that it would save the taxpayers
money as well as make the jobs of the
representatives easier so that "they
wouldn't have to look at us every two
years."
Double also liked the idea but said he
would only accept such a measure if
term limits were the trade off for extension of term lengths. He felt eight
years would be an appropriate limit. He
said, "It should be the same for senators,
governors, what have you."

Painting with leaves

Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor

Christopher Murane, a senior art education major, helped the artist Chris Allen Wickler, whose work
Is In the Walkins Art gallery, set up a leaf sculpture with leaves and rocks outside on the sidewalk of
Stark Hall last Wednesday morning.

for the GRE, or admission tests such
as the LSAT. Harvard and Stanford
University have no type of prep
courses for their students. As wellknown graduate schools, this seems
unusual.
The University of Florida in
Gainesville has only audiotapes
available for students. Though there
is no cost, it doesn't have as much of
a hands-on and personal touch to its

many reputable schools, such as University of Minnesota and the University of Wisconsin. Each instructor is
a course director from programs in
other states.
The ultimate goal of this program
is that students won't have to pay for
the guidance that these courses offer.
Mitchell hopes to expand this program to include the LSAT and the
GMAT.
In addition, Mitchell wants to set
up a center that has written material
and computer software available to
help students prepare.

Diversity
Continued from page 1
"For example, we're putting out
an ethnic cookbook and we now have
to put in a recipe for the DFL. That's
not ethnic," he said.
Senate Vice-President Paul
Wawrzaszek agrees with Wilkin.
"The commitee's name is Cultural
Diversity, but that's not what it is. It's
mission statement doesn't define it

. BROTHERS . BROTHERS . BROTHERS

BROTHERS

BRO THERS

BROT HER S
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"I don't know if a committee will
be able to handle so broad a topic," he
said. "Justis and the committee have
their work cut out for them."
In arguing for a name change,
Wilkin made a point of showing no
one would be left out of an ethnic
committee.
"Everybody has a heritage so nobody gets left out," he said.
Wawzaszek also feels special attention is needed for ethnic issues.
'There's a real need to promote
ethnic diversity on campus and I'm a

come up," said Becky Rice, an MSUSA
official working on cultural diversity
related issues, 'The MSUSA needs to
interpret our mission statement and
what it means to us."
The topic will be discussed at the
MSUSA' s fall conference on November 6-8.
"We're going to have a cultural
diversity speaker and moderator with
representatives of all the state university campuses to try and see what
cultural diversity means to us," Rice
said.
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"Best Costume Contest!"
1st Prize One half-barrel
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Brothers Sweatshirt
4th
Brothers "T-Shirt"
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Continued from page 1

program as does the PrepMaster program intended for WSU.
There are schools that focus on
preparing for tests such as the GRE.
The Stanley Kaplan School is wellknown in this area. It guarantees 50100 points above the national average on the student's test score. The
cost, however, is $695 with an additional $35 for the testing fee.
The PrepMaster Review Program
is inexpensive in comparison and has
an improvement average of 200
points.
WSU's program will be taught by
highly qualified instructors from

sNalliowabd
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Ati--Baba
and the
Forty
Thieves

Photos by Tamberlain Jacobs, Fazly Alahi and Haur-lin

Top left: In the beginning of the play "Ali-Baba and the Forty Thieves" the
Sultan Shahryar (Thomas Burn) is entertained by two dancers, Kerry Donovan
and Jodi Michael in a wedding ceremony for his new bride Scheherazade.
Middle right: The leader of the Forty Thieves, Hasan (Forrest Musselman),
guides his group to hide their recently heisted treasure in a secret cave while
the men dance for joy in the spirit of the occasion.
Middle left: One of the Forty Thieves, Hakim (Kelly McGuire), prowls around
the stage trying to find out who had found their secret cave. She has her knife
ready in order to pounce on any suspicious characters.
Bottom right: A slave girl, Mogiana (Jodi Koch), pours hot oil into barrels that
have thieves in them. The thieves are ready to attack and kill the family of AliBaba for finding the thieves hidden treasure, while the sister-in-law of Ali-Baba,
Dunazade (Kim Shultz) looks on in horror at what her slave girl is doing.
Bottom left: Morgiana (Jodi Koch) proclaims the death of Hasan (Forrest
Musselman), the leader of the Forty Thieves, after she has danced for him and
then slashed his throat with finger nails made out of knives. In back of
Morgiana, Dunazade (Kim Shultz) leans over to see what her slave girl had
done to the man on laying on the ground.
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Vou know,iff Soridiaulouf. If I dorifcall my
parents every Sunday at exactly 5 o'clock,
they think I was kidnapped by aliens, or
Arlyway, one Sunday me and

Marls, we decide +0 take-ofcand checkout
+he city. So we're hanging out and I look a+
my watch. 5 o'clock. Ar ight, So my Calling
card and I heaol down +o the local pool hail.
payphohe)
a
know
has
I
happen
to
(vvilid)
And I fell the folks fhe Martians 5er\c1
their best:

o matter where you happen to be, the AT&T
Calling Card can take you home.
It's also the least expensive way to call
state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial direct. With
the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, you'll get special discounts
on AT&T Calling Card calls': And once you have your card,

you'll never need to apply for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first call will
be free* And you'll become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a program of products and services that
saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of this world.
-■■■
.w.-

■■•■

Toget an AT&T Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
IW2 KIWI • Pending FCC approval. Mew call above 800 number la details. • • bull receive me S3 AT&T LO. Certificate equivalent In
depending on .here or when ru all ORB Wailed to one certif.', per student.

%maim] ailing based on rates effathe 6/8/92 Yea, mild get more or ksver mimes
22 mimes of and Cr direct.dialed• cow...coast night and
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Variety
Star Tribune columnist visits WSU
By JESSICA ADSIT
Variety Reporter

Stacey Minnick, a sophomore
public relations major was walking
to class with her boyfriend last Thursday when he exclaimed, "Hey! That
guy looks just like Jim Klobuchar!"
"It is Jim Klobuchar," said
Minnick. "He's speaking today on
campus." It took some convincing
from Minnick, but he finally believed
her. She knew that she was right
because she attended Klobuchar's
presentation on Thursday, Oct. 22.
For those who are not familiar
with Klobuchar, he is currently a columnist for the Minneapolis Star Tribune. His presentation was sponsored by the Adult, Continuing Education and Extension Department
(ACEED) at WSU, and the Sequioa
Society of Minnesota.
In addition to being a columnist, Klobuchar has written several
books. His latest book, entitled Over
Minnesota, is filled with his experiences in exploring the beauty of Minnesota.
"I've come to treasure being a
citizen in this part of the nation," said
Klobuchar.
Flying over valleys and climbing to the tops of mountains in order
to fully grasp every element of nature
is nothing new to Klobuchar. In fact,

he uses these exciting experiences to
become a better writer.
"My biggest qualification to
being a good communicator, apart
from my being tenacious, is my curiosity," he said.
The ability to communicate well
was a dominate issue in Klobuchar's
lecture. "It's impossible to overestimate the importance of being able to
communicate," he said.
Ernest Hemingway was examined as an example of a good communicator. Klobuchar feels that this is
because Hemingway always had a
message, or a focus. He researched
his subject and proceeded to communicate this message in a manner that
his readers could understand.
"The good communicators are
the disciplined communicators," said
Klobuchar. This was one of the many
ways in which he suggested students
could flourish as writers.
Kelly Mitchell, a senior public
relations major, feels that Klobuchar
possesses all of the "right" characteristics. "He communicates very well.
He speaks with so much enthusiasm
and has a really positive attitude."
"If you want to be successful as
a communicator, get to be an expert
in something," said Klobuchar. He
explained that this is important because "we are living in an information age." Years ago, most newspa-

pers had only one columnist. Today
it is possible to open a newspaper
and see articles written by a variety of
experts ranging from experts in
sports, experts in economics, experts
in health, etc.
Even though the formats of
newspapers have changed, the need
for daily newspapers has not. According to Klobuchar, television cannot be a substitute.
"A newspaper is an entire package of humanity in one day," he said.
He referred to it as a friend, and a
guide. Newspapers can deliver what
television does not—classified ads,
obituaries, comic strips, and the opportunity to put it down just long
enough to answer the phoneand then
return to it.
Klobuchar believes that because of these factors, newspapers
will never become extinct. If this is
true, then the demand for journalists
will also be ever-present. He agreed
with this assumption and encouraged
all aspiring journalists to follow their
dream.
"He makes it sound so easy to
just get into the writing world," said
Minnick.
"The likelihood of being a successful writer is pretty strongif you're
serious about it," said Klobuchar.
"You'll be discovered if you have
something and if not, don't wait—go
after it."

Kell Houghtaling/Winonan Staff

Jim Klobuchar, a columnist for the Star Tribune, spoke about how to be a good communicator last

Thursday In GildImIster.

Women' s Ways of Knowing author discusses book
By NABEEL ALI
Variety Reporter

Jill Tarule, Ed. D., co-author of the book Women's Ways of Knowing,
delivered a lecture on the key concepts of her book at the newly built Stark
Hall's main lecture room on Thursday, October 22.
This lecture was organized by the Winona State University Women's
Studies Program and Bush Grant Faculty Development Center to mark the
commencement of the Women's Studies Program in WSU.
In her extensive lecture, Tarule, expanded on five different sets of perception from which women find about truth, knowledge and authority. These
concepts were emphasized in the book.
Tarule along with 3 other co-authors started working on the book in 1979
which finally got published in 1986.
Speaking metaphorically she said that the book was her child, a female
child, who grew through worries about specific roles to play, societal norms,
intimacies and speculations of the future.
Currently she, the book, is speaking for herself and making herself heard
as a 'woman becoming' would do.

Tarule is the dean of the college of education and social services at the
University of Vermont. She graduated from Harvard University and taught
at Lesley College, which is in Massachusetts, as an associate professor.
Jill Tarule and the co-authors of the book interviewed 135 women of
different backgrounds which encompassed the educated and unschooled,
rich and poor and the young and old.
"This experience brought us, not only the authors, but also all the women
we interviewed, closer in a very special way where we exercised collaborative
learning," Tarule said.
In the lecture the speaker pointed out that the book is gender related as
opposed to gender specific,
As the name of the book suggests, it is an account of women's learning
processes.
It might be misunderstood as an autonomous path for the liberated
women but in actuality, as Tarule stated, it is based on inter-relationship.
"Dialectical relationships rather than polarities," Tarule said.
During the course of the lecture Tarule described two kinds of knowers;
namely, connected and separated knowers.

Connected knowers are people those who try to understand others on a
personal basis and on the other hand separated knowers are the people who
try to be knowledgeable on an impersonal ground.
In either case, transition beyond the limits of connected or separated
knowing becomes a yearning for a women at some point in time where she
wants to become her 'self' rather than what she is expected to be.
The transition may also include a woman wanting to experience the
world on her own terms.
The book states that the transition is relatively smoother for the connected
knowers than it is for the separated knowers.
The heart of Tarule's lecture was the fact that she believes that men's
impersonal ways of knowing alienates women which in turn makes women
objects to be seen but not heard.
"They thought education caused women to become sterile," Tarule said.
This is her attempt to not understand women's ways of knowing.
During the question answer session, which Tarule described as a collaborative effort for knowing, a couple of people asked questions concerning five
developmental stages and the present state of feminist learning.
Tarule responded by saying , "Sexism is not dead
the work is not
done."

This Week's HOT SPOT

Discover hidden treasure at Wellington's
The Hot Spot Spies

By 001 and 002
Nestled up against the bluffs of
Winona next to Westgate Bowl is
Wellington's, a bar for people of all
ages.
The bar was built in the fall of1988
by the Gardner Family and opened
on Saint Patrick's Day in 1989. The
Gardner family also owns and runs
Westgate Bowl and Westgat*Liquor.
Wellington's itself is run by Chris

Gardner and Todd Taylor.
The decor is a sports motif, with
the bar top which is set up like a
bowling lane down to pictures on the
walls and eight TV's.
They offer pool, darts, and a putting green.
The lighting is kept low enough to
be relaxing, but bright enough so
that you had no problem seeing where
you were going.
The music and the televisions were
kept to a lower tone also, so that

conversation could flow without any
obstacles.
This bar is not focused on the college student or any other specific age
group, as Chris Gardner said,"We
don't have a speci fic crowd per se, we
never targeted one."
We found that this was true. When
we visited, there were customers from
age 70 to age three.
This conservative atmosphere
could stifle the more rowdy partyers.
Now to the Picks and Pans:

1: I found the serving staff to be
very helpful and attentive. The wait
for the food was a bit long, but I felt
this was because the kitchen is fairly
small. They seemed to only have one
cook working, which can make the
orders back up. One thing that eased
my hunger was the never ending flow
of free popcorn that was dutifully
provided by the waitress.
2: I found the serving staff to be
excellent as well. I myself have
worked as a waitress and I found that

the staff was kind, courteous, and
very efficient. One pet peeve of mine
is a messy table. The tables were
cleared of clutter as soon as the customers left.
001: For dinner I tried the special
of the night which was the roast beef
stacker with a side order of fries with
skins and a cup of homemade french
onion soup. The sand wich was large
and the soup was excellent. The fries
were a bit bland but one can always
add salt on your own. One small

detail that I found to be quite, good
was the dill pickle offered with every
sandwich. It was chilled and crunchy
which is often not the case in a normal
grill.
002: I decided to try something
different than my cohort, so I ordered
the Wellington. I figured that if they
were going to name it after the establishment that it had better be good. I

See Wellington's page 11

Winona State senior flying high
mr
By JODI YOUNG

Assitant Variety Editor

Fazly Alahl/Winonan Staff
Brad Nelson, a senior business administration major, points to the Jefferson county airport in Colorado
on a Enroute Low Altitude Aeronautic chart, where he had an Internship this last summer.

Persistence and dedication payed off for Brad Nelson
who achieved his goal of working in an international
airport for his internship.
Nelson, a senior business administration major, with
a minor in Physics/Airway Science/Aviation, worked
in Colorado last summer at the Jefferson County Airport.
The first time Nelson expressed interest to do an
internship with them, they told him that they didn't have
any work for him.
The rejection didn't stop Nielson. He drove from
Wisconsin to Colorado to personally deliver the manager his resume'.
The manager was impressed with Nelson's resume',
but he still couldn't offer anything to him.
Nelson gave it one last try and faxed his credentials to
the management .
Nelson's ambition payed off, and a few days later, the
management called him and informed him that they did
have a position available for him.
Nelson's interest in aviation all began when he was a
child. He dreamed of being a corporate pilot, but his
eyesight went bad shortlyafter he was enrolled at Winona
State University.
"Initially, I came here to be a pilot. After my eyes got
bad, I started focusing on airport management," Nelson
says.
Nelson still hasn't lost his love for flying.
" I first flew in a Cessna 150. It was a two-seater that
is a trainer plane," he says. "Flying is the greatest thing
in the world.' There is such a sense of power taking a
piece of metal off the ground and actually maneuvering
it and knowing it defies gravity."

Nelson earned his private pilot 'certification
through Winona State's aviation program. Nelson
describes the program as "tough" and "challenging."
At the Jefferson County airport, Nelson worked in
many areas of the business.
" I worked with everything from public relations
to assisting the maintenance department, to having
first hand experience with emergency procedures for
accidents," he says. "I also performed crash and
rescue inspections."
While Nelson worked at the airport, the management sent him to the 1992 Airport Facilities Conference. It was there that Nelson met top executives
from airports all over the nation.
" The people were friendly to me. I had a lot of
questions for the executives and they answered my
questions. I certainly improved my networking
skills," he says.
In addition to being a part of the management at
the airport, Nelson also worked at Continental Airlines as a customer service agent.
"I was trained at Continental to recognize dangerous goods in luggage. I also learned ground handling procedures for planes such as a Boeing 727-200,
a DC 9, DC 10 and Airbus 300," he says.
Nelson says that there is a lot of competition in the
aviation field among college graduates.
"When I was at Jefferson County airport, the
management received at least three resume's a week
from college graduates," he says.
'The whole experience gave me an insight on how
a typical organizational structure is to airport management. This type of experience helps you to know
where to apply for jobs in the future."

•
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Criticism •SL Review
DeGrazia's Billy distant but intelligent
By SUSAN BISCO
Literary Critic
DeGrazia, Emilio. Billy Brazil. New River's Press: St Paul, 1992. 208 pp.
$9.95.
Dr. Emilio DeGrazia seems to draw from personal experience as an
English professor to create the novella, Billy Brazil. Although the story
remains at an emotional distance from the reader, it is marked by intelligence and sensitivity. Even at a distance, Dr. Degrazia's insights into
human nature are accurate and complete.
Dr. Holmay is a middle-aged English professor, divorced and raising
a nine-year old daughter, Evelyn. He is unwittingly drawn into the world
of Billy Brand, a student, when Billy persistently contacts both him and his
daughter, who, with the innocence of a nine-year old, falls in love with this
strange boy. We see Holmay's inner struggles with jealousy, resentment
and paranoia as the relationship develops.
With the character of Dr. Holmay as the only viewpoint in the book, Dr.
DeGrazia takes a risk. Dr. Holmay is very self centered person, primarily
concerned with outer appearances, unable to feel anything more than
friendship for a woman, colleague Frances Drummond because of the size
of her hips and being drawn instead to young female students. We get to
know this one character very well, unfortunately at the expense of other
characters. Billy Brand in many ways seems like a shadow.
Because of the narrow perspective of Dr. Holmay eyes, there are some
aspects of Billy Brazil that are not completely realized. For instance, Billy
Brand takes off on an adventure to Brazil, but all we know of this is what

Sex won't
save Prince

"Holmay arrived home to
the ringing of the phone.
'Holmay, this is Altizer.
Billy walked out of here about
an hour ago. I thought maybe
he'd be coming your way.'
'He escaped?'
'Well, yes,' Altizer said in
a matter-of-fact voice. 'And
he's been dumping his medication. So if you see him, give
us a call.'
'Was he in a car?'
'He went right out the
front door. And we think he
stole a car. He'd been talking
a lot about this girlfriend of
his, about taking off with her.'
'Evelyn?'
'Isn't that your daughter's
name?'
His heart was beating
wildly when he put the phone down. He glanced at the clock. Two-twentyone. Evelyn would be safe in school until three. Plenty of time to get to her.
And maybe enough time to do one thing he had dreaded doing for several
months..."
- -from Billy Brazil by Emilio DeGrazia

Picket Fences posts solid effort
Show set in Rome Wisconsin has heart, excellent cast, but little future
By RON ERDMANN
Television Critic
Starring:
Tom Skerritt as Jimmy
Kathy Baker as Jill
Costas Mandylor as Kenny
Lauren Holly as Maxine
Holly Marie Combs as Kimberly
Network: CBS
Day 8& Time Fridays at 9 p.m.

By GREGORY TALMO
Music Critic
Prince and the New Power Generation. Prince and the New Power
4 Generation. My Name Is Prince, Sexy M.F., Love 2 The 9's, The Morning
Papers, The Max, Blue Light, I Wanna Melt With U, Sweet Baby, The
Continental, Damn U, Arrogance, The Flow, 7, And God Created Woman, 3
- Chains 0' Gold, The Sacrifice Of Victor. (74:56) PAISLEY PARK/WARNER BROS.
45037 (CD).
•

Listenable
Recording:
Performance: Depends

Ahh, the new Prince LP is out; whatever shall we do?? (Screams of
hormone adulated fans). How about a step by step look at the album, from
• opening the cellophane to throwing the whole CD in the trash.
The first thing that the prospective consumer is presented with on picking
up the CD is the fact that there is a very bizarre symbol adorning the cover of
the album.
Is it satanic? I doubt it, but is appears to be some sort of unholy amalgam
of the Greek symbols for man and woman, with a doodle thrown through the
middle for good measure. Hmmm. Could this be a method of foreshadowing
concerning the subject matter of the album ? More on that later.
By the way, Led Zeppelin did it first, and with much more class.
Once one looks past this symbol, one is presented a scene in which the most
holy Prince is playing guitar surrounded by 14 women dressed in costumes
that seemed to be designed specifically for the dance of the seven veils. This
group is sitting in a depiction of a extremely post-modern Minneapolis, circa
2050.
After a perusal of the front cover the dedicated Prince fan will proceed to
see what the song titles are. These are listed above.
Okay, so you the delicate consumer have now viewed the cover art and the
song titles, and now proceed to put the very purple CD into your CD player,
and are presented with ... bombast over a very good musical score.
Bombast maybe a strong word, but it fits the LP quite well. The lyrics seem
to have no other subject than sex. It seems as if sex is the only subject on this
man's mind.
How can one argue when he has a song with the chorus of "You Sexy
Motherf"ker" (Sexy M.F.).
Or perhaps the lyrics from Love 2 the 9's, "I'm looking for a Ph.D./Ass
piled high and deep u see/I can't help it — it's like a honey 2 a bee —/If the
booty boom she gonna go with me."
Actually I have come up with a different theory as to the reason for the
lyrical content of the album. In my considered opinion, this album is an
exercise dreamed up by Prince's analyst. If you look at the first song (My Name
Is Prince) you can see how his analyst is attempting to get Prince to build his
self-confidence after not having a successful album since Purple Rain..
If not that, at least you can look at it in sheer capitalist terms — it sells to
hormone addled 14-year-old boys.
Well, after tearing the LP apart for its lyrics, I have to admit truthfully that
the music on the LP is very good except for the which sounds like an amalgam
of M.C. Hammer and Michael Jackson My Name Is Prince.
He runs the range from soul ballad to dance/pop to reggae. The music
shows that Prince has the ability to write very good music, as for his lyrical
ability ....
A friend of mine summed up this album perfectly: it would be a wonderful
Frank Zappa album. The only significant difference between this being a
Zappa and a Prince LP is the fact that you know that Zappa does not mean
what he is singing, except in so far as to ridicule others. However, for Prince
it seems that he is serious in regards to his subject matter, and consequently
comes off sounding very silly.
If you are a Prince fan, buy the album. If you are not, and are given the
album as a gift, order one of those devices from the back of the Rolling Stone
that will remove vocals from an album, and you will end up with an
instrumental album that is definitely worth owning.

•

he recounts to Holmay. Billy also spends time in a mental institute, but
we only hear about how he got there and what his life there was like.
Because we do not see these events first-hand, it is difficult to really
understand Billy Brand's motivation, although Dr. DeGrazia does a'
very good job piecing everything together for the reader.
Throughout Billy Brazil, a strong theme ties the story and characters
together. We see Billy Brand become more and more unstable, leaving
school and home, being virtually shut out by society, because of his
inability to deal with people on a conventional basis. At the same time,
Holmay experiences a kind of breakdown of communications between
him and his daughter as paranoia invades his life. Even the lesser
characters of the story are forced to deal with mental instability. 1:Dr.
Hoffstein, a colleague, seems to be a paranoiac, wondering first if his
colleagues are talking about him and what they are saying, then wondering why they are not talking about him. Both Frances Drummond
and a young student, Annette George, are forced to deal with loneliness
and rejection. Another student, Lance, masks his insecurities. Dr.
DeGrazia binds these people together with very real anxieties, and
effectively demonstrates the ways these anxieties are or are not coped
with.
Although Billy Brazil is limiting in some ways, as if Dr. DeGrazia
were holding his readers at arm's length, instead of embracing them, the
novel is well-written and sensitive to very real problems, both psychological and parental. Dr. DeGrazia's insights on human nature are
accurate and penetrating, his philosophical journeys, demanding. Billy
Brazil is a novel to be read more than once to unravel many layers of
symbolic interaction between the main character, literature and human ,
relations.

For many of us, sitting down to
enjoy a television show is a way of
escaping from our boring, everyday lives into an entirely different
world.
On anygiven night wecan travel
through time We can witness a
typical night of a big city police
officer on the job, or we can watch.
Picket Fences and experience what
life is like in a small, Midwestern
town, huh?
The show is set in the town of
Rome, Wisconsin, found between
Madison and Milwaukee.
Boy, we certainly have been
whisked away into the land of
make-believe, now haven't we?
Okay, so our geographical location
is unfortunate, so what. This new
program's approach is genuine

Picket Fences is quite possibly the best
example of a "dramedy" on television.
enough to provide a quality hour of
entertainment. Why? Because it's
got heart.
The cast is, for the most part, excellent. The familiar face of Tom
Skerritt stars asJimmy Brock, the sheriff of. Rome.
I don't think that they could have
picked a better person for this role.
He's the perfect flannel-shirt wearing, "I'll help you any way I can" kind
of guy that tends to be synonymous
with the personalityof the small-town
sheriff.
Kathy Baker stars as his family
oriented wife, Jill. She worries a lot,
she's very friendly, and she will feed
you until you feel like you're about to
burst. Sound like anyone's mother
you know?
Two police officers also play significant roles in the show. Lauren
Holly is great as Maxine, Rome's only
female officer.
She's spunky, assertive, and very
serious about her work, which makes
her very fun to watch (That and she's
just so darn cute!).

The other officer is Kenny, played
byCostas Mandylor. This is a casting
mistake, as far as I'm concerned.
Mandylor is just plain uncharismatic
in this role; his "cement-head" mentality follows him wherever he goes,
and the character of Kenny is just not
intended to appear that way.
You will also recognize some of
the supporting cast, notably Adam
Wylie from the classic "Life Savers"
commercial ("That's okay. We'll live
with my mother.") and Zelda
Rubenstein, the famous midget from
the Poltergeist films.
Picket Fences is quite possibly the
best example of a "dramedy" on television.
This is a show that takes a very
serious tone and accompanies it with
situations that are generally very
funny.
The episode that aired this past
Friday had the sheriff's department
in search of a "serial bather, a pervert who would break into the homes
of families with teenage daughters
and take baths with a pair of the girl's

panties and a variety of squeaky
animal toys. That's not the funny
part; the way they uncover the
situation is phenomenal.
Maxine and Kenny are gathered
around the tub in question, while
the family that has just been hit
looks on. With straight, serious
expressions on their faces, they pull
things out of the tub such as flippers and rubber alligators, and ask
if they belong to the family.
In the traditional television detective work form, they check such
things as the level of the bath water
and the smell of the shampoo while
commenting to one another, "Yep,
it's him alright."
Picket Fences seems to pride itself on scenes such as this particular one, where the drama is emphasized and the comedy lies visibly
beneath it.
There have been many shows
that are pale in comparisontoPicket
Fences , but that certainly does not
ensure it's success.
The show was an accurate representation of the daily occurrences
in a small Midwestern town (although I can't say that I've ever
heard of a goat being born with
five legs).
Unfortunately, the premise may
not be intriguing enough to warrant this show a second season.

Make horror real this Halloween
By CHRIS MAHLE
Film Critic
Candyman
Written and Directed by Bernard Rose
Starring Virginia Madsen, Tony Todd
Now Playing at King Theatre in LaCrosse
Despite Silence of the Lamb's sweeping of last year's Oscars, horror has
classically allowed for little ambivalence among movie viewers. Either you
get into it or you don't.
Those who do will usually be going down to their local video store about
this time of year and rounding up the latest Freddy or Jason's dicing brigade.
Less informed admirers of the genre will pick up a copy of one of the latest
direct-to-video cheapy flicks distributed through the likes of Full Mood
Productions.
And serious horror fans—the ones who can tell you just what a George
Romero, Stuart Gordo, or Dario Argento is—will shell out their five to ten
bucks at the local theatre to check out the genre's latest offering.
Of course, these are not the only people who will be attending screenings
of Candyman.
However, they may be among the few who will appreciate the subtle
contributions this movie brings to horror as a result of the innovative filming
techniques director Bernard Rose has utilized in presenting what is in many
ways highly conventional horror material.
Horror has never allowed for stories that contain a high level of orginality.
If anything, they've managed to solidify the notion that what scared us before
will most likely scare us again in a similar form. Nevertheless, ever since John
Landis brought us the first 40 million dollar werewolf picture over eleven
years ago, horror has proven that it is more than just a way for budding
directors to get film-making experience.
Indeed, many directors now seek out the horror genre as a way to express
visions that simply can not be appreciated in any other form.
Rose's Candyman is really an outlet for an intriguing array of visual and
audio spectacle against a backdrop of a not entirely uninteresting adaptation
of Clive Barker's short story "The Forbidden."
Rose's adaptation of Barker's story is really the weakest aspect of the film.
Chicago's decaying housing projects of Cabrini Green provide the snooping
grounds for Helen Virginia Madsen, a graduate student who is gathering
research for a thesis she is putting together about modern oral folklore.
The most curious example she has discovered centers around a black man,
known as the Candyman, who was brutally murdered for impregnating a
white woman over 100 years ago.
She soon discovers that she is in fact the reincarnated spirit of this woman,

Candyman is a sensory spectacle with strong performances and sharp editing.
and now the spirit of the Candyman (Tony Todd) has come back for his love.
The story has that familiar Freddy Krueger quality with a villain that can
leap between the threshold of hallucination and reality.
One of the problems with this convention is the ambiguity that results.
If only one person can see him, what does it look like to someone else when
he appears and kills somebody?
And, do the people he kills see him?
Nobody presses these questions too terribly, after all the shock value is
there. Especially when you've got a killer with a hook for a hand who's fond
of slicing people from neck to groin.
The interesting quality of Candyman is displayed in Rose's simple but
effective filming techniques. Intense angles and quick cuts contribute to the
hallucinogenic quality prevalent throughout the film.
As Candyman makes his first appearance to Helen, Rose flashes a brief
scene containing graffiti that are almost subliminal, a style reminiscent of
Stanley Kubrick's Clockwork Orange.
Philip Glass' orchestration complements Rose's haunting images with a
sound that is eerie and melodious.
None of these images are for the squeamish, bees pour from people's
mouths and flesh burns graphically, but they are assembled with artful
mastery.
Candyman is a sensory spectacle with strong performances and sharp
editing.
It is certainly not in the realm of classic horror, but it does show that
Bernard Rose is a director to be reckoned with.
Watch for this trend to continue and see is horror becomes the new
stomping grounds for art film innovators.
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What's going on . .
Two student-faculty trips are being offered to see
The Winter's Tale at the Guthrie Theatre on Oct. 17.
Anothertrip to the Guthrie is being offered to see The
Seagull on Nov.14. The Winter's Tale is
Shakespeare's playful juxtaposition of the very real
and very hard to believe. The Seagull is Chekov's
insightful scrutiny of aspirations and failures. An
idealistic young playwright seeks the approval of his
self-absorbed actress mother and loses the young
actress he loves. Tickets and bus reservations are
$10 for all WSU students. Anyone interested can
submit their money to David Bratt. He is located in
the Performing Arts Center in room 206 by Oct. 29.
The Winona State UnKiersity Department of Theatre
and Dance will present "Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves" to the public on Friday, Oct. 30, and
Saturday, Oct. 31, at 8 p.m.
Another performance will be held on Nov. 1, at 3 p.m.
All performances will be held on the main stage of
the Perfoming Arts Center at Winona State University. Tickets will be sold at the WSU Performing Arts
Center Box Office from 10:00 a.m: to 4 p.rn. until Oct.
30. Tickets will be sold the day of the performance.

Parent's Day
successful
By JAMES A. BROWN JR
Variety Reporter
A plethora of activities, which began at 10:00a.m..
last Saturday, dominated Parent's Day at Winona State
University.
The first program of the day, held in the ,Bald win
Lounge of Kryzko Commons, was a presentation called
"Why All the Fuss Over Composite Materials?" given
by Dr. Keith Dennehy, associate professor and chairperson of the Composite Engineering Program. A slide
show and lecture taught both parents and students
about the properties of various composite materials.
Several samples of these materials including Kevlar,
glass fibers, and thermal plastics, were displayed and
passed around. Dr. Dennehy also happily answered
questions from the audience.
The following function was "WSU, The Community
and The World: Developing a Partnership for Education with a Global Perspective." The show was supervised by Tern Markos, Director of International Student Services. 'The purpose of the program is to let
parents know the wide range of opportunities at WSU.
The international side is just one of the many aspects,"
she said.
The show started off with the Parade of Nations.
Students carried flags representing the different countries they are from and introduced themselves as well.
One student from Malaysia, Sheena Tan, co-hosted the
events and welcomed the performers. She only had one
regret about Parent's Day. "I wish my parents could be
here but they live too far away," she said. Mohammad
Arif, the other host, shared her feelings since his parents are over 14,000 miles away in the country of
Bangladesh.
Multi-cultural students from countries such as Japan, Germany, and Bangladesh each did outstanding
performances playing instruments, dancing, and singing in their native tongues. 'They all did a good job,"
commented Jeremy Toc, a student from Malaysia who
is one of the two cross-cultural outreach coordinators.

Fazly Alahl/W1nonan Staff
Ken Ludwig, a junior nursing major, danced with her mother Linda Ludwig during
the dance held in the smaug last Saturday night as part of the entertainment for
parents day while another mother and daughter watched.

"I wish my parents could be here but
they live too far away."
Sheena Tan, Malaysia
"A lot of practice was involved, he said.
Parents enjoyed the entertainment too. Jan Enriquez ,
mother of Brad Schwichtenberg, said "The show was
wonderful. I was very surprised at how many international students there are at WSU." Art Enriquez agreed.
Immediately after the International Student Program
was a luncheon featuring authentic dishes prepared by
students from Bangladesh and Malaysia.
Other festivities during Parent's Day included the
football game between the Warriors and Bemidji State
University and a Parent's Day Oldies Dance which went
on in the Smaug from 8:00p.m. until 11:00p.m. Saturday
night.

Wellington's
Continued from page 9
with skin and a drink it was a
smorgasboard. I was very surprised
to see the number of different types
of sandwiches that were offered. The
. prices varied with the amount of toppings and the sizes, but none of them
were unreasonable. They even offered the chance to make your own
combination hamburger. The fries
were not included with the sandwiches, so adding them to your meal
will cost you a bit more. All in all a
very good meal.
1: Wellington's has meal and
drink specials every night. The specials are a fair deal and they seem to
want to add new ones in to try them
out. For example, they are going to
add pizzas to the menu, and they are
expanding their imported beer list.
The bar also is host to the Duck Bush
club. Members of this club come in
before the start of the Sunday football games and do everything with
their opposite hand. This club was
started by several patrons a couple of
years ago.
2: Wellington's is also is very
involved with its customers. The
management honors the designated
driver program that is being run at
St. Mary's, but they will also honor it
for groups throughout the area when
they inform the bartender that they
have a designated driver. What this

G&G 'our Brokers
Presents

means is that whoever the designated
driver is for the night receives free
soda for the night. I consider this a
major bonus to the establishment,
because it means that they care about
their customers past the point where
they pay their bill. As Gardner
said,"We pride ourselves on having a
lot of cabs outside at closing, and
more than once I've taken someone
back to their home myself." Along
with this program they are also offering a special fundraiser for Multiple
Sclerosis in conjunction with Coors.
For a small donation you receive a
paper jack'o'lantern and crayons to
decorate it with. These jack'o'lanterns
are being used to decorate
Wellington's for the upcoming holiday.

SPRING BREAK '93
Grand Bahamas
Inns.

Ratings: * poor, ** fair, *** good,
**** very good, ***** excellent
001
002
*****
Serving Staff: ****
Cleanliness:
***1/2
***1/ 2
Atmosphere:
***112
Food:
Extras:
Overall:

Nutrition Nibbles
Trick or Treat
Halloween "treats" can still fit
into a low fat eating plan if you
use some of the following "tricks":
Instead of "goblin"' up chocolate bars which contain 10 to 15
grams of fat per bar, try jellybeans,
gum drops, hard candy, lifesavers, or marshmallows, which are
all fat free! Just be sure to eat wellbalanced meals, too, since these
sweets provide only calories, with
no other nutritional value. Better
yet, satisfy your sweet tooth with
fruits, which are naturally sweet,
virtually fat-free, low in calories,
high in fiber, and loaded with vitamins and minerals.

CALL TOM/ FOR
RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATEON.
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Customer Comments:
Dan Gannon of St. Mary's College: "I come here about 15 times a
month. It's an OK place."
Amy Russinik and Jen Wiebler of
WSU: "We come here whenever we
need a break."
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Cellar Door and
La Crosse Center presents...

BRYAN
ADAMS
WAKING UP THE WORLD!
With Special Guest

MR. BIG

La Crosse Center
Sunday, November 15
7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15 ■ 8PM
MAYO CIVIC CENTER

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9a.m-5:30p.m.
Fri. 9a.m.-8p.m. Sat 9a.m.-5p.m.
75 Plaza East Winona, MN 55987

-

the Mayo Civic Center Box Office
rickets
10AM-5:30PM, Sat
2PM), TiaetMaster Outlets including Payton's) or charge by phone:
10

(507)252-1010
For information call 1-800-422 2109.

7CA,
-"-th.C.4 Era,.

All Seats Reserved $20
At all La Crosse Center ticket outlets.
Charge by phone (608) 7894950.
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Sports
Cross country heads to nationals
Women and men
4 earn All NSIC
and All District
honors
By BRIAN HACHEY
Sports Reporter

"You can't beat what' you can't catch," chanted the
Winona State's women's cross country team as they rejoiced after clinching a spot to go to the NAIA national
meet in Kenosha , WI.
Maureen Ryan led the charge as her team finished
second in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference
championship.
Having led from start to finish Ryan took first overall
with a time of 19:56; giving her the honor of All-NSIC, AllDistrict 13, and a chance to win All-American honors in
front of her friends and family in her hometown November 21.
Kendra Larson ran a spectacular race placing fifth with
a time of 21:15. She also received All-NSIC and All-District
Jennifer vonAllmen /Sports Editor
13 honors.
The other WSU finishers were Adreana Lombardo The Women's cross country team rejoices after taking first place in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
(ninth, 21:43), Cecelia Longaria (12th, 22:11), Melissa As- Conference meet last Saturday at St. Mary's.

pen (15th, 23:10), and Sharon Matuza (21st, 24:29). All
NSIC honors were awarded to Lombardo, Longaria, As
pen, and Matuza. Lombardo and Longaria were alsc
named All-District 13.
With a total of 40 the University of Minnesota-Duluti
edged out WSU by two points to take the NSIC Confer.
ence championship. Third place went to Moorhead State
with 60 points. Northern State placed fourth with a score
of 80.
The victory was especially sweet for head coach Marjorie
Morvac as she is finishing out her 36th year as a coach
Winona State; 20 of which she has spent with the cros
country team. This was the fourth time that she has
headed a team to the NAIA District 13 Championship.
The men's cross country team also qualified for the
NAIA national meet but not with as much grace.
Even though WSU finished last in the conference anc
district standings the team only had to bring five runner!
across the finish line to qualify. Because Moorhead Sta
placed in the top ten in last year's NAIA meet, according
to NAIA rules, the top two teams in the district represen
the district the following year. This year there are onl)
two schools who qualify as teams in District 13 anyway sc
WSU goes to Nationals.
The top finisher for the men was Scott Wiegrefe whc
placed tenth overall with a time of 28:50. Wiegrefe wa!
also given All-NSIC and All-District honors.
The team placed fourth with 101 points; far behind the
defnding champions Moorhead State and Northern State
who tied for first with 38 points. UM-Duluth finishec
third with 53 points.
Finishers for the men were Erik Barthel (29:28), Jor
Mussell (30:29), Redouane Briou (31:45), Jerry Carlsor
(32:02), Rob Cullen (33:23), and Jeff Quinn (34:07).

Defense leads Warriors to second victory
By DAVID BOEHLER
Sports Reporter

Team unity and even a bit of luck was
seen on Maxwell Field this past Saturday
afternoon as a Parent's Day crowd witnessed
the Winona State Warriors defeat Bemidji
State University, 14-12.
WSU will take the win, but it could of
been just as easily a loss for the fortunate
team as they improved their conference
record to two wins and two losses (2-5 overall).
The first quarter proved to be the least
exciting as it ended with no score.
The zeros d isappeared in the second quarter with the Warriors opening up the scoring.
Running back Dave Ludy scored the first
of his two TD's from two yards out and put
the team up, 7-0.
The Beaver offense was threatening and
in field goal position poised to put their first
points on the board.
WSU's strong defensive unit changed all
that and Bemidji's head coach now realizes
he should have changed his mind.
The Beavers turned the ball over on
downs as they failed to convert a fourth
down play.
They were well within reach of a field

goal but gambled and ended up losing to the
"bend but don't break" Warrior defense.
"To not score that many points and still
win, is a great credit to our defense," said
head coach Tom Hosier.
The Beavers did make a field goal to close
out the first half and cut into the Warrior's
lead, 7-3.
Dave Ludy, the leader in N.C.A.A. Division
2
kickoff returns,
lived
up to "We would like to h i s
rank- score more than one ing as
he ret h e
ond
kickyards,
r eer

touchdown on offense, but we'll take
the win."
Tom Hosier

turned
sec half
off 95
hiscabest.
Asked
what goes through his head when the kick is
in the air, Ludy replied, "Catch it first, and
then go through my assignments. Hopefully
there will be a hole and then run as fast as I
can."
How does it feel to end up in the end zone
with his second touchdown of the day?
"It's a relief for me," said Ludy.
The 14 points is all the team would end up
with, which disappointed Hosier.
"We would like to score more than one
touchdown on offense," he said, "but we'll

take the win."
BSU added another field goal and then
scored a touchdown to cut the lead within
two.
They went for the two points to tie the
game but the Warrior defense didn't break
and the score ended up 14-12, WSU's favor.
It almost didn't end that way, however.
The Warrior defense again came up with
the clutch play.
Safety Nate Gruber intercepted his third
pass of the season and it could not have
come at a better time.
There was only 18 seconds remaining
and the Bemidji offense was threatening
again until Gruber's "good timing" finished off the Beavers.
"The defense was awesome," said
Hosier.
Alan Penheiter and Steve Plomin each
had nine tackles and Gruber broke up five
passes.
"The defense stuck together the whole
game," said Gruber.
The whole team stuck together as
Bemidji did not want the game to end so
fast.
Before quarterback Colby Vogt could
even go down on one knee and end the
game peacefully, a Beaver defensive player
Angela Hanson/Winonan Staff

See Football, page 14 Sophomore runningback Dave Ludy looses the ball as he is being hit by a Bemidji Statedefensive player. The Warriors won the game 14-12 over Bemidji State.

Volleyball picks up four wins
By KEVIN BECHARD

had six kills, Steph Rieder had five kills, and Trish Johnson
followed with four kills. Amy Ball contributed with 25
assists, and Kolbet and Sue Vaughan each came up with
eight digs.
"This past week of practice helped prepare us for the
Winona State's women's volleyball team opened last
week on a positive note by defeating Northern State Uni- match against WSU. We executed the middle attack well,
versity in four games on Monday night. Winona came out and our positive points, included our tough serves and
hard the first game hard with a 15-5 win, but NSU followed good passing," said UM-Duluth's head coach Pati Rolf.
The Bulldogs are currently 10-16
up in the second game by beating WSU 11overall and are hoping to clinch second
15. The Warriors ended the match with
place in the NSIC.
wins in games three and four, 15-9, 15-13.
The loss for Winona brought them
Amy Kolbet led the offense with 18 kills,
"I am very pleased
back down to the .500 mark in conferand Steph Rieder had 16 kills. Trish Johnwith the way the team ence play.
son and Jen Hosting each contributed with
played this weekdouble figures in kills. Amy Ball led both
Weekend tournament play helped
boost Winona's confidence again, howteams with 53 assists. Hosting, Rieder, and
end."
ever, as the Warriors dominated their
Ball each had two unassisted blocks.
JoEllen Bailey own invitational tournament with wins
The Warriors rose to 6-5 in the Northern
against St. Scholastica, Viterbo, and St.
Sun Intercollegiate Conference with the win
Ambrose.
The Warriors were tested on Friday
night when they faced University of Minnesota- Duluth in
The team that put up the toughest fight for WSU was St.
McCown Gym. The Bulldogs continuously pounded away Ambrose. The Warriors still took the match in three games
to end the tournament; 15-12, 15-11, 15-8.
at the Warriors, resulting in a loss for Winona.
Kolbet provided the team with 17 kills, Rieder rallied
WSU fell in three consecutive games; 11-15, 12-15, 13-15.
both teams battled aggressively for every point, but the with 14 kills, and Carlyn Keuter had eight kills. Ball
provided a blow-out between the two teams with 60
Bulldogs offense was too strong for the Warriors.
The Warriors were off to a slow start their first two assists. Rieder played aggressive wi th 19 digs, and Vaughan
games, but they quickly picked up their momentum and came up with 12.
The match against Viterbo was a breeze for WSU, who
took all three games to within a few deciding points.
Winona erupted in the third game by quickly taking a 7-0 won in three games; 15-11, 15-5, 15-6. Kolbet and Rieder
lead, but UM-D's offense made a surprisingly good comeback to beat the Warriors by two points.
See Volleyball, page 14
Jen Hosting came on top with eight kills, Amy Kolbet
Sports Reporter

.

ng
Amy Ball gets excited as the women's volleyball
team wins at the tournament last Saturday afternoon
In the McCown gymnasium.

Last Week...
Football
WSU 14, Bemidji State University 12
Volleyball
WSU 3, Northern State University 1
University of Minnesota-Duluth 3, WSU 0
WSU 3, St. Scholastica 0
WSU 3, Viterbo 0
WSU3, St. Ambrose 0

This Week...
Men's cross country
_
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference 4th
Women's cross country
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference 2nd

Football
at University of Minnesota-Duluth
Sat. Oct. 31, 1p.m.
Volleyball
at University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse
Wed. Oct. 28, 7p.m.
University of Wisconsin-EauClaire
Thurs. Oct. 29, 7 p.m. McCown Gym
at Edgewood College (Wis.)
Tues. Nov. 3, 8p.m.

Doggs fall short
of championship
By BRIAN MURPHY
Special to the Winonan

After a long line of shutouts, the Winona State
rugby club got it's first taste of defeat this past
weekend and it couldn't have come at a less opportune time.
The Doggs were beaten by Mankato State University in the state championship game, 10-5, in double
overtime.
To get to the finals the Doggs had to beat a
stubborn North Dakota club.
Winona
scored
early in the
contest
when Jeff
Stephenson "We were fortu- punched
P
the ball over
from 15
yards out to nate enough to give the
Doggs a 5-0 win this one and lead. The
lead held until team
spresident
pe c h t get our shot at the Aaron
title."
eluded
numerous
Lance Wiedner score
defenders to
from
25
yards
rldf ts oue
mt
just before
to make the intermission score 10-0, Winona's favor.
The second half was a battle as the game went
back and forth until Winona was finally able to score
again to secure the victory with a 15-0 final score.
"North Dakota really gave us a battle," said Lance
Wiedner. "We were fortunate enough to win this one
and get our shot at the title."
The win set up the long anticipated match against
the six time defending champion Mavericks.
Mankato (10-1) suffered its only defeat of the
season to WSU in the All Minnesota tournament.
The Mavericks came out trying to intimidate the
young Winona club
'There was a lot of trash talking and a lot of cheap
shots in that first half," said flanker Paul Burke. "It
was getting really sloppy."
The Doggs were able to battle through the distractions and get on the scoreboard first when Lasantha
Dihieneke was awarded a try due to interference by
a Mankato player in the end zone. This made the
score 5-0 as the half came to an end.

See Rugby, page 13
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Rugby
Continued from page 12
The second half seemed to be going smoothly for the Doggs until Winona
was hit with a penalty at their own 5-yard line. The experienced Mavericks
were able to capitalize on the WSU mistake and tie the score.
Neither team was able to muster any offense in the final minutes sending
the game into the first overtime. In the overtime it appeared as if the Doggs had
the Mavericks on the ropes, but Mankato was able to weather the attack and
send the game into sudden death.
In the sudden death, Mankato was able to prevail by blocking a Winona
punt and recovering the ball in the end zone to clinch the title.
The loss moved the Doggs final record to 11-1 and the second place finish
was the clubs best finish to date.
"This club has only been around for four years and although we're all really
disappointed now, we are proud of each other for what we've accomplished
in this short period," said vice-president Brian Murphy. 'The club is very
young so hopefully we'll get another shot next year and win it all."

Wow s $0,-(1/701Pfiza yeeseco-affe.
•Newly Remodeled
'Lunch Buffet
•Salad Bar

•New Italian Menu
•Haagen-Dazs Ice Cream
•Chester Fried Chicken

Fast Hot 45 6:4403
Delivery!
126 W. 2nd St. Downtown

Across From Mingles Fundrinkery
Get a Large 14" Thin Crust
arge
• Pepperoni Pizza for just
epperoni $5.00+tax.
12-20-92
izza $5.00 VoidExpires
with an other offer

111111111111111111111111111111MMINIMM1111111111111111•1111111111M-11O

Choose from: Ham, Roast
FootIong
Beef, Turkey, Meatball,
or the Hoagie on
Sub & Liter Sausage
our Freshly Baked Bread
of Pop $4 . 99+Taaxnd a Liter of Pop.

Off season baseball will be action-packed
By DAVE SHERMAN
Sports Columnist

Now that the baseball season
has ended, a lot of baseball fans are
wondering what to do. There are at
least five months left between today and the beginning of spring
training.
Fear not. The action on the field
may have ended, but the real action
is just about to start.
This winter, over 100 free agents
will be changing teams as Major
League Baseball's free agent market reaches a new high. Among the
many big name players to soon file
for their freedom include: Kirby
Puckett, Greg Maddux, Mark
McGuire, David Cone, and Barry
Bonds. Any one (or all) of these
players may find themselves with
both a new team and a $8 million a
year contract.
Currently the Chicago Cubs
Ryne Sandberg is baseball's highest paid player with a contract
worth over $7 million a year for the
next four seasons. But in a world
that expects success and expects it
quickly, many teams will be offering the game's finest free agents
even greater dollars to come and
make instant winners our of faltering franchises. It's an easy formula,
buy superstars and win games, Too
bad it doesn't work.
Last year's big wave of free

agents turned out to be busts. Bobby There is enough off season happenBonilla left the Pittsburgh Pirates to ings planned to hold over the most
gain fame and pennants in New York impatient fan. Along with trades and
with the Mets. The only thing that free agent signings, baseball fans can
Bonilla found were boos and a frus- look forward to the expansion draft, a
trating season. While at the same time commissioner search, and talk of a
the Pirates found themselves back in lock out.
the National League play-offs with
In a few weeks baseball will be
about six million extra dollars in their having it's first expansion draft in 15
pockets.
years, as the Florida Marlins and the
Money can't buy championships, Colorado Rockies pick and steal playthat honor goes along with desire and ers from every team in the Major
hard work.
Leagues. This
Those two qualimay be excitties seem to be
ing for some,
Along with trades and free but
lost once a free
frightenagent signings, baseball fans ing for others.
agent is granted
with enough
For instance,
can look forward to the ex- the
money to buy
Minnesota
pansion draft, a commis- Twins have
Rhode Island.
Year in and out
sioner search, and talk of a spent the last
who do you see
fewyearsputlock out.
in the play-offs?
ting together
You see teams
one of the best
with a chip on
farm systems
their shoulder and something to prove, in baseball. But in a few weeks many
teams with young kids trying to get a of their brightest prospects may be
taste of fame and teams with heart. donning a Marlin or a Rockie uniform.
Money can't buy heart.
Don't fret, they can't just take any
The one thing that the free agent player. Each team is allowed to prosignings do bring however is excite- tect 15 players from the hands of exment. It is a great feeling when you pansion, but that's where it gets interpick up the morning paper and see esting.
that your favorite team has landed a
Who do the teams protect— the
free agent. It gives people something young player that shows great potento talk about in the off season. And tial, but who is inconsistent now or the
that is what baseball is all about.
aging veteran, who makes millions of
Fans need news and gossip during dollars a year even though he is past
the off season, it's what gets them his prime? Do they protect their pitchthrough the winter. I know it works ers or their home run hitters?
for me.
It will be very interesting to see
This season will be no exception. who Colorado and Florida select, but

one thing is for sure—you will not
know even half of the players selected. The thought is that each
team will draft with the future in
mind, and take young players who
haven't made their marks yet. But
it will be fun to see which stars are
selected and then try to figure out
why their teams didn't protect
them. This is all part of the fun of
the off season.
In between all this the league
will interview a half a dozen candidates for Baseball Commissioner.
This won't be as exciting as the
draft, but it will be as much , if not
more important. The players union
have had many differences with
the league owners and a chance
remains strong that the 1993 season may begin with a lock-out. This
means no spring training and possibly no regular season. This is
highly unlikely, but even with the
chance of such a situation,
baseball's owners must find a commissioner who can iron out the
differences between the two sides,
in order to save the '93 season. This
is quite a tall order for someone
walking into a new job.
So as you can see, even though
the season is officially over, the
game of baseball is played all year
long. Sometimes the game is not
pretty, but at least it gives the average fan a chance to stay in contact
with their favorite past time during what otherwise would be a
pretty boring winter. God bless
baseball.

• PIZZA • BEER • POP • MOVIES • TAPES S CD'S • CONCERTS •
C7

or "How to Save

Money on Life's
Little Necessities"

Every Monday & Tuesday night
from 4:30 - :30 . All the Pizza,
Pasta, Garlic Bread
and Salad Bar you
can eat.
+Tax

Pizza

Buffet$3•99

Your entire • rou • can eat for *ust $3.99 each.
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Monday through Friday at 12:45.
Saturday at 12:30

You'll save 20 - 50% EVER.DAY on stuff you need!

PAXW
Halloween '92
Thur-Fri
Oct 29-30

FAST FOOD • TAXIS • BARS • ELECTRONICS • FLOWERS •

Irrational Fraction

Big Walter Smith &
the New Groove Merchants

Sat - 31st

Also Saturday night:

$$ Costume Contest $$

Greg Abnet The real friend
of higher education
In 1991 Steve Morse voted to consolidate Minnesota's state college ‘
technical college. and the university system.

That consolidation will cost the system $200 million *.
* According to Kent Plumley representative for the student
association of Minnesota's 34 technical colleges.

That consolidation was opposed by
administrators. faculty. and students
.
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That consolidation will make Winona State University
and Winona Techincal College more vulnerable
to funding cuts and even closure.

;M ICAJ4
RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DR. - WINONA, MN 452-8202
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Come get negatized with us
every Thursday raght!!

Isn't it time we elected someone who really
cares about Winona students?
Greg Abnet knows how important Winona's colleges are to this community
and to the students who attend them, and he pledges to do
everything possible to regain the autonomy they need.

GREG
,

ABNET
STATE SENATE
PAID FOR BY FRIENDS OF OREO AEINET SENATE COMMITTEE.
6646 CT1,46. LA CRESCENT. MINNESOTA

-
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Outdoor Insights: Tundra swans migrate near Winona
Gathering by the thousands, tundra swans interrupt their 4,000 mile
migration to stop at the Weaver backwaters, 15 miles north of Winona.
Before winging off to their final destination along the eastern seaboard, the
birds spend close to two months in the
Weaver staging area.
According to Dave Palmquist,
Whitewater State Park naturalist, the
Weaver bottoms are the best place in
the world to see tundra swans. Although there is a refuge on Lake Erie
that attracts a larger number of birds,
they aren't as concentrated and the
area isn't accessible to human viewing. The best view is from Highway
61 in the marsh opening above Weaver.
"Aquatic plants such as wild celery and the duck potato (arrowhead)
are plentiful in the bottoms. And since
it is restricted to waterfowl hunting,
the birds aren't disturbed," said
Palmquist.
Known as the whistling swan because of its noisy high-pitched,
whistle-type call while in flight, the
tundra swan is relatively quiet when
in the water feeding. Swans appear in
large flocks and are highly social. Appropriately enough, the tundra swan
breed in the treeless plains of the Arctic.
Immature birds are a dull gray
color. Adults are pure white and have
black facial skin that tapers to a point
in front of the eye and cuts straight

By KAREN OSTBERG
Outdoor Columnist
At 84,000 square miles, Minnesota
is the 12th largest state. In spite of its
size, the population is modest. Half of
Minnesota's 4 million residents are
concentrated in Minneapolis/St. Paul
so the state remains "wild." Many
urban areas are, for a large part, quite
natural. Consider Rochester, which
resembles a wildlife refuge, with a
Canada geese population near 30,000
at times.
Because of Winona's location, it
too has a wealth of avian wildlife.
Particularly this time of year, as the
magnificent tundra swans return to
the Weaver riverbottoms. Concentrations of up to 8,000 birds have been
recorded in past years, with the peak
in mid-November.
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Courtesy of the Winona Daily News
The Tundra Swans can be seen now until Nove mber in Weaver, Minnesota,

across the forehead. Many birds have
a yellow spot in the front of their eyes.
Adults are 52 inches long, have a 6 to
7 foot wing span, and weigh about 16
pounds (twice as much as Canada
geese). The tundra swan is one of 2
species native to North America, the
other being the slightly larger trumpeter swan.
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IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs-

an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY
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Westgate Shopping
Offer good thru 11
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*15 Minutes in Stand Up U
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ens this exquisite bird. Close to 1
million waterfowl die each year from
lead contamination.
For the past nine years, the Winona
Convention and Visitor's Bureau, the
Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources, and the U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service have sponsored a Swan
Watch event. This year the event is

Football

Volleyball

Continued from page 12

Continued from page 12
came across the line and gave what
Ludy sees it as "a cheap shot."
Before Vogt could look up, most of
his players charged the field to protect
their teammates.
"The game of football isn't meant
to have a brawl," claims the Warriors
head coach.
Indeed it's not, but the Winona
State football team looked united as
they walked off the field victorious.
The team travels to Duluth for a
1:30 game this Saturday.

MAW

each brought the offensive line to life
with 12 kills each, while Ball supported
the two with 41 assists. Rieder dug up
14 digs, Ball had 13, and Kolbet followed with eight.
St . Scholastica was like a SC-Timmage for the Warriors. WSU destroyed
Scholastica in three games; 15-4, 15-7,
15-6.
Hosting provided the Warriors
with 11 kills, and Ball contributed to
the team with 21 assists. Jennifer
Maramonte added 10 assists as she
saw action at the setter position. Ball

dug up nine digs, Kolbet had eight
digs, and Trish Johnson came up
with six.
"I am very pleased with the way
the team played this weekend. Our
offense and defense were both very
strong, and the only team that gave
us good competition was St.
Ambrose." said coach JoEllen Bailey.
The Lady Warriors will be in
action again Wednesday at UWLaCrosse before hosting UWEauClaire on Thursday.

laiSC11-1EIZ

BEST BY TEST

with your level of experience. As

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

When taking off, the tundra swan
runs on the surface of the water for 15
to 20 feet. They take off into the wind
and fly at a rate near 100 miles per
hour with a tailwind (faster than geese
or ducks).
The tundra swan has no predator
except man. Although protected since
the early 1900s, lead poisoning threat-

scheduled for the weekend of November 7 - 8. On Saturday, November 7th
at 7 p.m., Dr. Ray Faber, Professor of
Biology at St. Mary's College, will
present an educational program at the
Riverport Inn. Dr. Faber's program
will include a 45 minute slide presentation on the tundra swan and other '
waterfowl found at the Weaver Bottoms. After the lecture there will be
time for questions. Admission is free.
On Sunday, November 8th, a field 1
trip to view the migrating birds will be
offered. Buses, departing from the
Riverport Inn, leave at 1:00 p.m. and
return at 4:30. You are encouraged to
bring your own binoculars but some
will be available. Wildlife experts will
give short seminars on the bus ride, in
case you missed the Saturday evening
program. Cost for the bus trip is $2.50
per person and includes a stop at
Drenckhahn's Harbor in Minneiska,
for refreshments. Advance reserva-;
tions for the bus trip are encouraged.
Call the Winona Convention and
Visitor's Bureau at 452-2272.
The swans will be at the Weaver
bottoms until the water freezes. If you
miss them, don't worry, they'll beback
next spring on their return trip north.
The pure elegance of these creatures is magnificent against the backdrop of the fall colors of the Mississippi — truly a scene right out of National Geographic.

"Light, fast, easy to turn...stunning performance." That's the consensus of the test eZperts. Try Fischer skis yourself, and discover how they can
make you ski better. To be the best that you can be. Fischer, The Leader in Technology. Unique Vacuum Technic, the latest in Cap construction,

Split Base-all designed to fulfill our promise. Best by test. Come in and ask for details.

Hours:
M-F 9:30-8:00
Sat 9:30-5:00
Sun 10:00-2:00

40141POURF

507-452-4228
178 Center Street
Winona, MN 55987

SA/ TENNIS A

THE WINNING TECHNOLOGY.

E4 Z. AA

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
28TH
Trick or Treat in the WSU Bookstore.
The first 900(450 males, 450 females) customers
receive a free treat with any purchase.

During the Week of
Halloween
10% off T-Shirts.
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Top left: The coach for women's cross country Marjorie Moravec

cheers her runners on during a meet last Saturday.
Top middle: Kendra Larsonruns the path during the cross country

meet at St. Mary's against Northern State, Moorhead State and the
University of Minnesota Duluth.
Right: Men's cross country runner Erik Barthel also ran against Northern
State, Moorhead State and the University of Minnesota Duluth last
Saturday.
Bottom left: Jeff Cook, a sophomore undecided major, attempts to
bring down a Mankato State player, while Steve Peterson comes In to
help out. The Rugby Doggs won against Nothem Dakota State but
lost the championship in double overtime to Mankato State.

C'hotos by Jennifer von Allmen and Fazly Alai?)

Pregnant and afraid?

P.M mill. 1111.1111 111 .1.1 CLIP and SAVE! Mg= MOM

FREE CAR WASH

There is a friend who cares

I

irthright

With oil and filter change

Includes:
Up to 5 qts. of oil, new filler, lube, check and fill
fluids, and vacuum interior.
Tor Only

$16.35

(---452 - 2421

($19.95 Value)
Expires 9-30-92

AUTO
S/1LES

Some trucks/vans 883West 5th Winona-454-1873
add $2.00
.• please call for appointment • •

MINN MIMI MIN 100111111 MEM MIME MIEN

Free Pregnancy Test

Free Confidential Help

Now at 5 Convenient Locations!

Automated Teller Machines
Downtown
Auto Bank
2nd & Walnut

THINGS
TO READ
EACH AND
EVERY
ISSUE
. HOT SPOTS
REVIEW
. MUSIC REVIEW
. MOVIE REVIEW

Econo Foods
W. Hwy. 61

Corner
of Mankato
& Sarnia

Cash Dispensing Only
GILMOR E

W. Service Dr.
(Conoco Gas
& Bus Depot)

CARDS ACCEPTED:
• MERCHANTS BANKCARD • TYME
• INSTANT CASH • EXPRESS TELLER
• PLUS SYSTEM
EM • VISA/MASTERCARD
• CIRRUS • FASTBANK

HWY. 61

Kwik Trip
Corner of Huff &
Sarnia

. EDITORIALS
. RUN YOUR
PERSONAL
CLASSIFIED
WEEKLY.

WINONAN

Cash Dispensing Only

THE BANK THATSERWE BUILT
Member FDIC

KRYZSKO COMMONS
WINONA, MN 55987
(507)457-5677
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars!...Begin NOW!... FREE
packet! SEYS, Dept. 146, Box 4000,
Cordova, TN, 38018-4000.
"INCREASE YOUR READING
SPEED" Best $3.00 you'll ever spend!
COLB-Box 7126, Buffalo, NY 14240

Attention Marine Corps Representatives and former Marines, discharged
in the last 4 years! Call 1-800-2850302 or 453-1725 ask for Greg.

Increase your GRE Scores! Now
offered on campus, Prepmaster Review course at a discount rate. Please
contact Student Senate at 457-5316
for more information.

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan!
air/7 nts hotel/ free ntly beer parties/dscts/from $399/1-800-366-4786.

PooterI knowthings have been hard lately,
but hang in there we'll make it through!
I hope you know that I'll be there for
you no matter what happens! That's
what best friends are for!
-Strength

PERSONALS

*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
travel brochures. For information
send a stamped addressed envelope
to: Travel INC., P.O.Box 2530, Miami,
FL 33161
Winona Daily News has part time
openings in its distribution center. Late
evenings to early morning hours. Must
be available on weekends and holidays. Apply in person at: 601 Franklin
Street. EOE-M-F.
STUDENTS or ORGANIZATIONS.
Promote our Florida Spring Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE
trips. Organize SMALL or LARGE
groups. Call Campus Marketing. 800423-5264.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/week in
canneries or $4000+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportaion! Room &
Board! Male or Female. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5677.

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND RESUME EXPERIENCE!! Individuals

Sublease for less! One tenant to
room in a two bedroom apt. Rent
negotiable, Nice Place! Call Wendy at
452-6576.
Needed immediately 1 Female to
share nice, furnished apartment. Have
own room, 1 block from campus. CALL
454-1909.
Trick or Treating isn't just for kids
anymore! Stop by Sheehan, PrentissLucas orthe Lower Hyphen to perchase
your HALLOWEEN GRAM on Oct.
26-29. Sponsored by Delta Phi Epsilon.
Increase your GRE Scores! Now
offered on campus, Prepmaster Review course at a discount rate. Please
contact Student Senate at 457-5316
for more information.
PooterI knowthings have been hard lately,
but hang in there we'll make it through!
I hope you know that I'll be there for
you no matter what happens! That's
what best friends are for!
-Strength

Baby Brownand Student Organizations wanted to
Thanks
again for being there for
promote SPRING BREAK, Call the
me
these
past
few weeks! You've
nation's leader. Inter-Campus Proreally been a big help! By the way,
grams 1-800-327-6013.
thanks for lunch the other day! It was
great! Let's get together somtime soon!
UWM School of Business
Just the two of us!
Administration
-Jade
A representative from the UWM
School of Business Administration will
Advertise In the WINONAN!! Send
be available to discuss its Graduate
messages
to your friends, advertise,
Business programs and admission
policies in the Student Union on Thurs- or get to know someone through our
personals! Students-only .50/line!
day, October, 29, 1992, from 11 am to
All ads must be prepaid at the Cash2pm.
iers
office 107 Somsen. Deadline 12
Graduate Program Services. P.O.
Box 742, Milwaukee, WI 53201, 414- noon on Fridays.
229-5403.

The Winonan, Winona State University's student newspaper, is written edited, managed,
and financed by and for the students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates 60 percent of its income
through advertising sales. The remaining money is provided through student activities as a subscription rate.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts from letters written for publication. Deadline for all
submissions is Friday noon prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager for $20 annually. Address
all correspondence to:
The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryszko Commons, Winona, MN. 55987 ph. (507) 457-5520.

Baby BrownThanks again for being there for
me these past few weeks! You've
really been a big help! By the way,
thanks for lunch the other day! It was
great! Let's get together somtime soon!
Just the two of us!
-Jade
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See your baby grow up in beautiful
St. Paul. We are devoted to our little
boy, and enjoy spending time with his
birth mother. We hope to have the
same wonderful relationship with you.
At-home mom with an MA in Journalism, CPA Dad. Agency approved, but
our best refrence is Stacy. Please call
me Anne Lloyd, collect anytime. (612)
293-0789.
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I've been here since I got here!
-yaweh
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Oh, See how she leans her cheek
upon her hand. Oh, that I were a glove
upon that hand , that I might touch that

cheek.

Come play with us! Wednesdays at
3:30 in the PAC Green Room.

-The Wenonah Players
•
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Collision • Paint • Frame
507-454-6964
1272 Breezy Lane • Breezy Acres • Winona, MN 55987
Craftsman... Since 1970

FREE COURTESY CARS

ran c

Sorry about the "Bumps"...Please stop in for a free estimate
— if we're privileged with your repair,
we'll give you $25.00 toward a night on the town.

PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE AND PEPPERONI

THIS IS A ITIVATDOOtYrOF A DEAL!

$C99
99

MEDIUM
PLUS TAX

LARGE

WITH CHEESE AND PEPPERONI

$599
MEDIUM SIZE
PLUS TAX

Little Caesars

Offer valid for o limited time of participating stores. No coupon necessary.
Promotion expiration dote may not motch other coupon expiration dotes.

DOCItY DELUXE'

CRAZY BREW & NEW CRAZY CHEESE- FOR $1 MORE!
Four•piece Crozy Bread® order and Crazy Cheese"'
offer valid only with Toozy!Dooty!""

.SAVE .600-

--

Crazy Bread
Plus

Pizza! Pizza r

Tax

Two great pizzas! One low price: Always! Always!
Offer

valid for a limited time at participating stores. No coupon necessary. 0- )1992 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.

That's 8 sticks of
Freshly Baked Bread.

WE DELIVER ON THE DOUBLE!!

452 - 8752
1201 GILMORE AVE.

Valid only with coupon
at participating
Little Caesars.
Expires: 11104192

Little Caesars.

PizzallIzzat

